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Rationale for the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education': 

The world has faced an unprecedented grim situation (COVID-19) starting from the end of 2019, continuing 
in 2020, that has played havoc and has left bitter marks which will be etched on the memory of mankind for 
centuries to come. 

The repercussions of this pandemic have been felt in all disciplines of life including economy, education, 
habits, cultural norms, health care services, etc. so severely that the world finds itself helpless. Institutes 
imparting education had to modify and adapt their educational services strategies to cope with the new 
challenges after the closure of these institutes for about 6 months in Pakistan. Under the directions of the 
Government of Punjab, the Curriculum & Textbook Board of the province decided to initiate an 'Accelerated 
Learning Program' to speed up the teaching and learning activities and to make up for the time lapse the 
education field has had to face due to (COVID-19).

Journey from ALP to the need-based and time-bound COVID -19 Accelerated Response for Education:   
The first step in responding to the challenge of school closure due to COVID 19 was to devise an Accelerated 
Learning Programme for grades 1 to 8. It was deemed important to select three major subjects of study vis a 
vis English, Mathematics and Science and address all major and important skills and concepts within these 
areas of study in the most effective manner. Subsequently, it was the Herculean task to squeeze a nine-month 
syllabus of study into a five-month period, keeping in view skills development, conceptual understanding, 
horizontal and vertical alignment of the Student Learning Outcomes and a gradual but logical progression of 
concepts for all grade levels. 

Lesson Plans as a manifestation of the Accelerated Learning Programme: 
In the next step, SLOs were aligned with the material and exercises of the textbooks which ultimately 
culminated into the development of Lesson Plans. These lesson plans will be shared with you on a rolling 
basis. It is expected that these plans will act as a ready resource for teachers to achieve learning outcomes in 
an efficient and effective way. Along with the Lesson Plans, it was decided to develop age-appropriate and 
engaging worksheets that would benefit students and act as a reservoir for reinforcement of skills and 
concepts taught in class. Therefore, subject experts were engaged to undertake the daunting task of 
reshaping and reconfiguring the syllabuses for Mathematics, Science and English. 

It has been ensured that the lesson plans are aligned with the level of students and the demand of the 
Student Learning Outcome. The focus, during this entire exercise, has also been to oversee that classroom 
instruction is aligned with the goals and objectives of curriculum. Every effort has been made to help foster 
positive attitudes among students towards learning. Yet another purpose of this exercise is to help teachers 
create a healthy learning environment in classrooms that is lacking due to the pandemic. 

It is a known fact that proper and well thought out lesson planning serves as a checklist that guides teachers 
to be systematic in the effective delivery of their lessons. Equipping teachers with a systematic, cohesive and 
an organized breakdown of the syllabus and providing them with well-planned lessons is in a bid to help them 
be prepared to take on any unforeseen challenges during the process of teaching and learning. 
Notwithstanding, lesson plans serve as historical documents of teaching practices whereby teachers have a 
point of reference to look back, reorganize and update their lesson for future usage.

Moreover, well thought out lesson plans help teachers to address challenges during lessons and employ 
pedagogies that enhance and consolidate learning. Not only this, but a good lesson plan minimizes the 
negative effects of learning on students, in case of teacher absence, as a cover teacher can deliver the 
lesson using the guidelines elaborated upon in the plan. Just like every good game needs a plan to win, 
similarly, every teacher needs a good plan to achieve lesson objectives. Last but not the least lesson 
planning prevents the over-reliance on textbooks, as direct and the only material for teaching.
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The newly developed lesson plans are a highly effective, contextualised and easy to use resource that will 
serve as a practical tool for public sector teachers. It is hoped that teachers find the lesson plans highly useful,
productive and that they are able to experience visible outcome-oriented learning that is concrete and 
enduring. Also, these plans are based on collaborative, interactive, and inquiry-based methodologies and 
approaches to make the classroom learning more effective, vibrant and engaging.  Based on low cost, no cost 
material, these lesson plans can be applied with little effort and gain a lot of benefit for both teachers and 
students in terms of learning and conceptual understanding.
 
The primary focus of the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education' has not only been on developing 
lesson plans that address Student Learning Outcomes and allow teachers to help students discover concepts, 
it has been ensured that plans are sequentially sub-divided in three major domains: 
Ÿ Teaching 
Ÿ Assessment 
Ÿ Reinforcement 

Ÿ To ensure that the plan is executed in the best possible manner and that both teachers and learners get 
the most out of the plans, it is suggested that time to each domain is allocated in the following percentage 
while delivering them: 
Ÿ Teaching 75%
Ÿ Assessment 15%
Ÿ Reinforcement 10%

An emphasis on bolstering concepts and skills through Worksheets: 
Further to the above, worksheets have also been prepared to supplement and complement all SLOs 
mentioned in the textbook. Like the lesson plans, the worksheets will also be shared with you on a rolling 
basis. Each worksheet provides practice and strengthens conceptual clarity. Moreover, these worksheets are 
aimed at keeping the students engaged in positive and productive activities while at home. 

Gaining the most out of the Worksheets:
As mentioned above, the purpose of the worksheets is to consolidate and clarify concepts, but they can also 
be used as: 
Ÿ Assessment for learning
Ÿ Additional resource to be used in class 
Ÿ Sample activities for teachers to replicate and devise their own worksheets on similar line.

Tips for Teachers:
To optimize these developed lesson plans, it is advisable for teachers to:
Ø go through and comprehend the relevant lesson plan well (Read and understand the text at least 

twice)
Ø keep the relevant textbook with you when going through the plan
Ø read and comprehend the relevant chapter 
Ø make notes if required
Ø ensure the availability of mentioned resources
Ø highlight the SLO's, progression of activities, stages, transitions, and key points
Ø visualize your actual classroom, space, seating plan and challenges
Ø foresee the organization of group, pair or individual work
Ø play the role of facilitator, leader and manager
Ø try your best to execute the lesson plan in its true spirit
Ø ensure proper time management
Ø adapt activity, if it is unavoidable
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Ø Use teacher's discretion in implementation of the lesson i.e  if you feel that a concept needs more 
   time, you may extend the lesson to the next period
Ø Wrap up the lesson with good spirit leaving a positive message.

Components of Lesson Plans:
Common elements in plans for lessons or units of study are a title/topic/problem, identification of Student 
Learning Outcomes (SLOs), a sequence of learning activities including introductory, developmental and 
concluding activities, a list of materials to be used and assessment strategies.

Choosing the Topic:. You can choose a topic from the textbook, a skill such as information gathering, a value 
such as peace, a current affair topic or an area of special concern such as the environment.

Identifying Student learning Outcomes (SLOs) from the Curriculum. The national curriculum has identified 
the Student Learning Outcomes to be achieved for each topic (if you do not have access to the National 
Curriculum document for the subject you are teaching you could develop SLOs yourself). Identifying the 
Student Learning Outcomes helps you to clarify the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values to be developed. 
Choose only one to three SLOs to develop your lesson (many more for a unit plan).

Development: Learning Activities:
Introductory Activities:
Introductory activities are designed to introduce the topic, a sub-topic or to establish connection with the 
previous lesson. They are designed to build readiness, create interest, raise questions and explore what 
children already know about the topic, recall relevant information, motivate students and focus their 
attention on the topic/theme/problem to be studied. Introductory activities can include and arrangement of 
pictures and other times that stimulate interest and questions. It may be based on the teacher posing 
questions, stating a problem or a dilemma, reading a poem or story, or inviting a guest speaker.

Developmental Activities:
Developmental activities should grow out of the introductory activities. There should be smooth transitions 
between the activities to provide a smooth learning sequence. These activities are designed to realize the 
Student Learning Outcomes. They introduce new concepts, skills and values or build on past learning and 
should be linked with each other. They should flow from data gathering or intake activities to data organizing 
activities, to demonstrative or applicative activities, and move on to creative and expressive activities. Data 
gathering or intake activities provide the needed input to handle questions and hypotheses. Organizing 
activities helps structure and summarize information. Applicative or demonstrative activities extend 
learning and develop the ability to use concepts and skills. Creative and expressive activities enrich learning 
and develop the ability to improvise and apply learning in original ways.

Concluding Activities:

Concluding activities are activities that serve to consolidate, summarize, or facilitate students' application of 
knowledge and skills to a new situation. They are generally related to the main idea of the lesson.

Material Resources:

A key part of planning is to ensure the resources required to impart the lesson effectively. Resources are 
planned, identified, developed, or adapted for both teachers and students

Assessment of Learning: Assessment strategies tell us how well or to what extent the student learning 
outcomes have been achieved. Assessment of learning is important in all phases of the lesson/unit from 
introduction to conclusion. A variety of tools can be used to assess the realization of the chosen Learning 
Outcomes. Some of these will be prepared as part of the learning activities, for example, the drawing and 
labelling of a map, the checklist for evaluating a discussion, the final written report. Other tools such as tests 
can be prepared ahead of time as well.
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Assessment/Evaluation:

This section focuses on ensuring that your students have arrived at their intended destination. Teachers need 
to gather some evidence that they did.

A teacher, at this stage, should ask herself/himself: 

Ÿ 'How will I evaluate Student Learning Outcomes that were identified?'
Ÿ 'What mode of assessment will give me the most accurate and clear picture of my students' learning 

and progress?
Ÿ 'What gaps have I identified in learning that need to be rethought, and reassessed?'
Ÿ 'How can I make my assessment of students reliable and valid?'
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LESSON 1

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Numbers upto Billion

Ÿ Read numbers up to 1,000, 000,000 (one 
billion) in numerals and in words.

Ÿ Write numbers up to 1,000,000,000 (one 
billion) in numerals and in words

Place value table up to billion

40 Minutes/Period 1Number and Arithmetic
Operations

]mÔ]…hiÔÎ‚…io]Â‚]�

0nes

Z»ð

tens    

Š;ð

Hundreds

%{

Thousands

DÙZg

Ten-
Thousands

ŠkDÙZg

Hundred
Thousands

ÎDÙZg

Ten
Millions

Šk�

Hundred
Millions

Î�

Billions

t

Millions

�

100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1

Ÿ Comma is placed first three than after every 
two digits from right to left in local notation of 
the  number i.e. 20, 03, 423.

Ÿ Comma is placed after every 3 digits from 
right for international notation of the number 
i,e 1,764,345,000.In this lesson only 
international notation is to be used

Ÿ While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

1,000,00010,000,000100,000,0001,000,000,000

1



Ÿ Divide class into two groups, A and B

Ÿ Draw  place value chart up to million on the 
board

Introduction

number cards, place value cards, chart paper,
board, marker, chalk.

Material / Resources 
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Ÿ Ask students  from one group to suggest 
some digits to fill the  chart 

Ÿ The other group will read the number

Ÿ Repeat 5 times for each group.

Ÿ Ask students if we multiply a million with 
1000 can they guess; What would be the 
number of digits in the product? 

Ÿ Do they know how to read that number?

Ÿ Tell them that today we will explore place 
values  to make a number greater than 
million.

Development

Ÿ Make a place value chart on the board 
up  to million

1Activity 1

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Tell students about speed of light, it is; 
300,000,000m/sec 

Ask them;

Ÿ Do we have enough space to show speed 
of light on the place value chart?(No)

Ÿ Do we need more place  on the chart?( 
Yes)

Ÿ Guess the distance light will cover in 1 
hour. 

Ÿ Some students may be able to tell the

Ÿ    multiplication, tell  the whole class that 

Ÿ    it is; (300,000,000 x 60 x 60)

Ÿ·can we show the answer on the given 
place value chart?( No)

Ÿ·Do we need more place  on the chart? 
(yes)

Ÿ Point to the place value chart on the board 

 Discuss with the students about the  
 ascending order of the place value chart 
 with following questions.

Ÿ When there are 10 ones which place we 
move to? Tens

Ÿ When we have 10 tens which place we 
move to ? Hundreds

Ÿ When we have 10 hundreds which place 
we move to? Thousands

Ÿ When we have 10 thousands which place 
move to?  Ten thousands

Ÿ When we have 10 ten thousands which 
place we move to? Hundred thousands

Ÿ When we have 10 hundred thousand 
which place we move to? 1 million

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Ask students do they notice anything 
special in all place values?

Ÿ They are increasing with the multiple of 
“10”

Ÿ So we can add as many places in the 
place value chart as many we want; rule 
will remain same: 

 “next place with the multiple of 10”.

 Now point to the place value table and   
 ask students to tell;

Ÿ What  will the next place value ? (Ten  
million) 

Ÿ Add another column to the left with Ten 
million heading in the place value table.

Ÿ Ask them to suggest next place value 
that is Hundred million

Ÿ Next place value would be 1000 million

Ÿ Stop here and tell them that 1000 
million is known as 1 Billion.
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Place Value Chart

Ÿ Explain that Just like we've seen before, 
as we move to the left, each place value 
is multiplied by 10.

Ÿ Write few numbers in billion and tell 
them about comma placement, after 
every 3 digits from right, which makes 
easier to read the number.
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�
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Ÿ Ask students to think some examples of 
usage of Billion in daily life, help them 
with the following examples;

o Think about filling football stadium 
with ping-pong balls 

o number of leaves on a tree

o Population of Asia

o The Annual budget of Pakistan

Activity 2

Ÿ Write 5 numbers  upto billion on the 
board and call a pair of students to the 
board

Ÿ Ask one students to read one number, 
and ask other student to write in words 
what he/she reads

Ÿ Correct them if they make mistake

Ÿ Repeat this activity for other numbers 
,written on board.

Ÿ  Ask every student to write a number up 
to 10-digit, in both numbers and words. 

Ÿ Allocate time.

Ÿ Split class into groups of 6 or 7 members 

Ÿ Each group will match the numbers and 
decide the largest number in the group

Ÿ Call one student from each group to 
write the largest number of their group 
on the board. 

Ÿ Rest of the class will read that number 
loudly.

Ÿ Students will remain in the same groups 
and assign a few questions from the 
textbook exercise.

2
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Assessment

Ÿ Make two columns on the board, one for 
writing numbers in numerals and other for 
writing same number in words. Write few 
numbers in numerals and few in words. Call 
volunteer students to fill the columns for 
both. Like following;

Ÿ Write 2or 3 10-digit numbers and read with 
the help of students

Ÿ The place value increases with the 
multiplication of 10

Ÿ Values are grouped in three,  (1000 ones = 
1000,  1000 thousands = 1 million, 1000 
millions = 1 Billion) .

Sum up / Conclusion

ŠkyÏZ°ZŠ1ge6KZzgZ7¥ÅæŠÐ7³X 3c2 0

Å¢[Ð(fìX 10 £ò7 0

DÙZgÔ 1 = Z»×V 1000 ģx&Æ¤z\~!YC�) 0

t( 1 =�1000 �Ô 1 = DÙZg 1000

1ge6Šz»Ý¯Xªg¶yÎV~™ÆaÔZzgŠzuZZÏg¶ 0

Ã/V~™ÆaX¼ģxZ°ZŠ~Zzg¼/V~KX

gŸ»gZ:îg6¤9̈VÃšZzgŠzâV»Ýå™äÃ}Ô

‰:

3,345,765,054 ------------------------------

-----------------------

In numerals
ZÖp

In Words

Seven billion,3 million, 23 thousand eight 
hundred  five  

‚]t&�ÉDÙZgWJÎ0õX

Follow up 

Ÿ Write five examples from daily life where you 
see numbers in billion or greater than billion 
are used. 

Ÿ Think of numbers greater than billion and find 
what do we call 1000 billion.

~Z°ZŠ~

(}Z°ZŠ

(}Z°ZŠ
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LESSON 2

¥ÐqgzfsÎZÑ]7
9£4/õ FGJX

ë¦Zzģ&ÆÎZÑ]ùi™D�? 0

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Addition and Subtraction

Ÿ While adding and subtracting numbers we 
add or subtract digits like; ones to ones, tens 
to tens and so on.

Ÿ Involve the students in making sums of 
complexity.

Ÿ Algorithm will remain same for any simple to 
complex sum of numbers.

Ÿ While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Number & Arithmetic

 operations

Ÿ Add numbers of complexity and of 
arbitrary size.

Ÿ Subtract numbers of complexity and of 
arbitrary size.

qÛÄ]æ…iË†mÐ

ë{Zzg(~ģxÅ¦™ÃX 0

ë{Zzg(~ģxÅ̧&™ÃX 0

¦Zzģ&»¿™DƒñëyÎVÃ¦c¸&™D� 0

‰:Z»×VZ»ÇVÐÔŠ;×VŠ;ÇVÐZzg'×h

”VÃë{ÎZÑ]¯ä~�áï™,X 0

W‚yÐë{ÔCÙg¶ÆaÔúZï»§»gZq„gLìX 0

Zk$ÆŠzgZyZ*ŠÃÓx%Zi~Ô˜VñizVƒÔŠgÏÂ[ 0

ÐÌgŽq™*ecX

pen, paper, board, marker/chalk, textbook

Material / Resources 

Ask students following questions;

Ÿ How do we solve addition and subtraction 
sums? 

Introduction

1geÔâg™ÔeuÔŠgÏÂ[
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Ÿ Have you ever heard the term “carry forward 
and borrow”? 

Ÿ Write a few sums in horizontal way on the 
board. i.e.;

Ÿ Ask students how many places each number 
has?

Ÿ How to write numbers in vertical way to add 
and subtract?

Ÿ Solve sums with the help of the students.

¼ÎZÑ]Z|§Ð1ge6KX} 0

0

¥Ð7âCÙg¶~£ò†VÅ®ZŠHì? 0

ÃÀŠ~§Ð¦ç&ÆaùK? 0

¥ÅæŠÐÎZÑ]Ãi™,X 0

Development

Ÿ Make two groups of the class.

Ÿ Select a few sums from the textbook 
(addition and subtraction both) of 
complexity.

Ÿ Write those sums on the board in 
horizontal way

Ÿ Call students from both group one by 
one, to  solve the sums.

Ÿ If they solve correct, give them 5 points, 
for incorrect answers deduct 3 points.

Ÿ Assign  7 to 10 sums for each group

Ÿ Counts points at the end, group with 
more points will be winner.

1Activity 1

)®ÃŠz¤zƒV~„™,X 0

ŠgÏÂ[¦Zzģ&Æë{ÎZÑ]É™,X 0

ZyÎZßVÃ1ge6Z|§
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šX

7Zz 3 7ZzŠ,ÔßŽZ[Æa 5 Z¤9i™,Â 0

»^BX

ÎZÑ]Š,X 7Ð5 CÙ¤z{Ã 0

Wy~7Z¦™,XicŠ{7ZzZÑ¤z{Ã<ƒÇX 0

Activity 2 2

Ÿ Ask students to calculate mentally and 
answer

Ÿ The  length of a playground is 219m and 
width is 175m. How much length is 
greater than the width?

0

0

Z°ZŠ

¥Ð}žÎZÑ]i!ãi™,ZzgŽZ[Š,X

¢ìX 175 ¢ZzgahZð 219 öÆyZyÅMð

MðÔahZðÐX(~ì

382,940 - 36,026, etc

92,565 + 2,914 etc

))

Ð

Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics) Lesson Plans: Grade V 
Lesson Plans: Grade 6Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Make loop cards like given below.

Ÿ Distribute cards at random in the class.

Ÿ Ask the students to calculate the answer 
of the question on their card.

Activity 3

Ÿ Add or subtract 
  9Billion – 800 Million, etc.

 

 

 

Ÿ ask the student, who has the start card 
to stand up and read the question 
loudly.

Ÿ Ask the remaining students to listen to 
the question carefully and solve it.

Ÿ The one who has this answer written on 
his card will stand up and say I have------- 
and read his question loudly by saying 
Who has---------------?

Ÿ So the loop will continue till the all 
students are done with their questions 
and answers and reach to the END 
CARD.

Ÿ More rounds can be played on 
availability of time.

 

¾Æ0kì

÷}0kì9900
 

Who has 
 

50043 + 19358?

÷}0kì69401
 

Who has 

ËÆ0kì  
8553 –

 
3190?

 

I have 69401.

¾Æ0kì

÷}0kì5363

I have 5363.

 
Who has 

 105 – 80?

¾Æ0kì

÷}0kì25

I have 25.

 
Who has

Z!x

÷}0kì6999

I have 6999.

END CARD

¾Æ0kì

W¸i
START CARD

Who has

6700 + 3200?

»ge

»ge

Ÿ Some questions will be difficult for them 
to answer,let them think and then 
further explain it to them.

200
-150

400
- 99

125
-125

337
-263

475
-125

200000
- 50000

1000
- 555

9 billion -
      800 million

Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics) Lesson Plans: Grade 5
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Ÿ Rules for addition and subtraction remain 
same even with larger numbers

Ÿ Addition or subtraction of  numbers is used in 
daily life like; 

o Difference of population of Pakistan and 
India.

o Total amount for Education budget of 
Pakistan for past five years.

o A house purchased for 6 million and sold 
for 7  million. The profit made over that.

Sum up / Conclusion

Assessment

Ÿ Write   numbers 3,4,5,6,7  and 8 on the board,

Ÿ Make few questions of the addition or 
subtraction by using different  combinations 
of the above numbers 

Ÿ Call student at random to solve the questions 
(call slow workers on the board to encourage 
them) 

Follow up 

Ÿ Ask students to select any five ads, for cars, 
from classified section of the news paper. Sale 
those cars and show how to make more 
money by selling those cars. Also show how 
much total amount they have earned.

Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics) Lesson Plans: Grade 5
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Lesson Plans: Grade 2Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 3

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Multiplication and Division

Ÿ Students know the multiplication algorithm. 

Ÿ Use the Algorithm for multiplication; first 
multiply with ones then tens and so on( as 
many places in the multiplier) and then add 
all the products to get answer.

Ÿ It is advisable that before calculating with the 
real value, students have an idea of estimated 
answer, like how many places would be there 
in the final product.

Ÿ Place one number above the other so that the 
hundred's, ten's and one's places are lined up. 
Draw a line under the bottom number

Ÿ While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Number and

Arithmetic Operations

Ÿ Multiply numbers up to 6 digits, by a 2-digit 
and 3-digit number.

•†h]æ…iÏŠnÜ

byÏZ°ZŠJŠzZzg&yÏZ°ZŠÐ¢[Š}ÃX 0

¥¢[Æ¿»§»gY�X 0

¢[»§»gZEw<:¬Z»ÇVÐ¢[ÔQŠ;ÇV 0

ÐZzgZÏ§b'×h)Î£ò7bÌ¢!~ì(

t4ìž¥ÃqÝ¢[Å7»Z0Zi{ƒXZkÐ¬žz{ 0

¢[Æ¿»ÎZwi™,X

qÝ¢[Å†VÃZqŠzu}6ÀŠ~ZSbKžZ»×VÔ 0

Š;×VÔ%}z){ZqÑí~g�XƒÐWy~�Æ

n«âÎX

ŠzgZÈ$ÔÓx%Zi~Ô˜VñizVƒÔŠgÏÂ[ÐÌgŽq 0

™,X

Material / Resources 

yÏ°ŠJÉ
À£4/õ JGX 6 1ge6¼Z°ZŠ 0Ÿ Write a few numbers on the board upto 6-

digits

11



¥Ð7âHz{¢!¿»§»gY�X 0

1ge6¼ŠzyÏÔ&yÏZzgegyÏ�É
À£4/õ JGX 0

¼¥ÃgŸ»gZ:îg61ge6šZzgZyÐ}žÃðÐŠz� 0

8èFNE™1ge6ÎZwi™,X

¥Åj,Z‚ÛZð™,žz{¢!¿ÆÓx%ZiÃzZã™ÃX 0

Z´y™,žW`ZkÐÌ(}�zVÐ¢¿™,ÐX 0ë!

Development

Ÿ Tell students that we are going to 
multiply a 6-digit number with a 3-digit 
number 

Ÿ Write following question on the board 
and solve with the help of the students

Ÿ Explain each step of the multiplication.

1Activity 1

Ÿ Ask the students that do they know the 
algorithm of the multiplication

Ÿ Write a few2-digit, 3- digit numbers and

Ÿ       4-digit number on the board 

Ÿ Call volunteer students from the class and ask 
them to select any two numbers and show 
the answers by calculating on the board.

Ÿ Encourage students to explain the steps they 
have taken to solve the sums.

Ÿ Announce that today we will do the 
multiplication of greater  numbers.

Introduction

¥ÃCžëZqbyÏ°ŠÃ&yÏ°ŠÐ¢[ 0

Š,ÐX

nŠcŠÎZw1ge6KZzg¥ÅæŠÐi™,X 0

¢!¿»CÙ%³zZã™,X 0

0

     3 6 7 2 4 7 3   

(7) )Z»ðÐ¢[(
(multiplied by ones) (7)

 

         
  +  4 1 9 7 1 1 2 0   

(8) )Š;ðÐ¢[(
( multiplied by tens) (8)

 
3 1 4 7 8 3 4 0 0

 

(6) )%{Ð¢[(
( multiplied by hundreds) (6)

  
  

       3 6 0 ,4 2 6 ,9 9 3

)¢!¿ÅqÝ¦(

( add all the products)

 

5 2 4 6 3 9 
×      6 8 7 

524,639 x 687

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Activity 2

Ÿ Write a few question on the board and 
ask students to solve in their notebooks.

i.e., 

Ÿ See to which level the students are 
 comfortable with, doing questions 
 without  any explanation by you.

Ÿ Now make 3 columns on the board

Ÿ Let students deduce that 

o The algorithm remains same for 
every multiplication.

o In the sub products place values are 
increasing gradually (with tens  1 
more place than ones, with 
hundreds 2 more places).

Ÿ Let students practice further by solving 
few more question taken from the 
textbook on the board.

byÏ
6-digit

&yÏ
3-digit

ŠzyÏ
2-digit

18 320

Ÿ Take questions from the textbook 
exercise and write values of multipliers 
in the columns 

Ÿ Write at least 10 values in each column

Ÿ Divide students in groups and tell them 
to solve questions by selecting one 
value from first 2 columns and one from 
third column.

Ÿ Make and solve as many questions they 
can in 20 minutes.

Ÿ The group with the maximum number of 
correct answers will be the winner.

1232 x51,  524 x 104 , 345x35, 34876x 190

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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¥ÐqgzfsÎZÑ]7âX

¢[Æ¿»§»gHì? 0

byÏ°ŠÅŠzyÏZzg&yÏ°ŠÐ¢[Æ¿~H�Ût 0

ì?

ZqÎZwŠzyÏZzgbyÏ¢[»ZzgZqÎZw&yÏZzgb 0

yÏ¢[»»kV6i™äÆaŠ,X

¥ZK»\V‚¹VÐïÆaps™,X 0

Ÿ Re-tell the concept which you find was 
difficult for students in the lesson.

Ÿ Repeat the Algorithm of the multiplication 
(first multiply with ones then tens, then 
hundreds and so on)

Sum up / Conclusion

¥Æ‚BwÆÂ”VÃŠCÙZX 0

¢[»§zZã™,)¬Z»ðÐ¢[ÔQŠ;ðÐ¢[Ô 0

Q%{Ð'×h£ò©Z¤ƒVÂ(

Assessment

Ask the students following questions: 

Ÿ What is  the algorithm we use for 
multiplication?

Ÿ What is the difference  between 2-digit and 3-
digit number  multiplication with a 6-digit  
number?

Ÿ Give 1 question of 2-digit with 6-digit and one 
question of 3-digit with 6 digit multiplication 
to solve in the notebooks.

Ÿ Swap the notebooks for peer checking.

Follow up 

Ÿ Ask students to make 3 numbers of 3-digits.

Ÿ Multiply these number first with  any 2-digits 
numbers and then multiply the answer with 
the same 3-digit number.

Ÿ  If possible write the estimated values in each 
question.

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 4

¥Ðf6w™zZDƒñqgzfsÎZw7âX 0

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Multiplication and Division

Ÿ Division is inverse of multiplication

Ÿ The algorithm of division is ; multiply g 
subtract g borrow 

Ÿ Dividend: The number which is to be divided

Ÿ Divisor: The number which divides

Ÿ Quotient: The answer of the division

Ÿ Remainder: If the numbers do not get divided 
completely, the left over

Ÿ While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Number and

Arithmetic Operations

Ÿ Divide numbers up to 6 digits, by a 2-digit 
and 3-digit number.

•†h]æ…iÏŠnÜ

byÏZ°ZŠJŠzZzg&yÏZ°ZŠÐ„™ÃX 0

„Ô¢[»Z«¿ìX 0

ZŠJg¢ìX ! ¸& ! „Æ¿»§»g:¢[ 0

¬x:T�Ã„™*ƒX 0

¬x:T�Ð„™*ƒX 0

qÝë:„Æ¿ÐqÝƒäzZÑ°ŠX 0

’c:„Æ¿Æˆ!¹$YäzZÑ°ŠX 0

$ÆŠzgZyÔÓx%Zi~Ô˜VñizVƒÔŠgÏÂ[Ð 0

gŽq™,X

board, marker/chalk, textbook

Material / Resources 

Ÿ Ask the following mental math (verbal) 
questions from the students.

Introduction

1geÔâg™ÔeuÔŠgÏÂ[

m

Lesson Plans: Grade 5
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Ÿ Ask: If they remember divisions of 4-digit 
numbers by 2 digits.

Ÿ Repeat the terms divisor, dividend and 
remainder as well.

Ÿ Introduce that today we will be going ahead 
with divisions of 6 digits by 2 digit and 3-digit 
number.

Development

Ÿ Refresh prior knowledge of 4-digit 
division. Write the following questions 
on the board and ask the students to 
attempt individually, allocate time.     

1Activity 1

455979         319085         182525

90050         161032         200050

Ÿ Invite volunteer students to explain to 
the whole class

60 @ 5 = 40 @ 8 =

144 @ 12 = 850 @ 10 =

270 @ 9 = 450 @ 15 =

4200 @ 70 = 3900 @ 100 =

60 @ = 6 35 @ = 7

32 @ = 8

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Activity 2

Ÿ Divide students into pairs.

Ÿ Select questions from the textbook 
relevant exercise (2-digit and 3-digit 
divisor)

Ÿ Make 2 columns on the board

Ÿ  How to divide a 6-digit number by a 3-
digit number, explain it on the board, 
involve students for its solution 
(example 365420 ÷ 276)  

Ÿ Let students deduce that the algorithm 
remains same for the division, no 
matter how greater the number is

¬x

DIVISOR

Ÿ Fill these columns with the values 
selected from the textbook 

Ÿ Ask students to select values from each 
columns and solve as many question  as 
they can in 20 minutes.

Ÿ The pair with maximum correct 
questions within the time will win the 
round.

Ÿ Select few students at random to do one 
question on the board, to make sure 
that all students have understood the 
division.

Ÿ·Discuss mistakes (if any) with the whole 
class so they all get it clear.

DIVIDEND

¬x

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Division means to give equal share with or 
without remainder.

Ÿ Division procedure remains same for 6-digit 
numbers. 

Ÿ Only one place is to be borrowed in each step.

Sum up / Conclusion

Assessment

Ÿ Give following questions to solve individually 
i n  o r d e r  t o  a s s e s s  t h e  s t u d e n t s  
understanding.

Follow up 

Ÿ Ask the students to solve the following  word 
statement.

Ÿ A textile mill earns a profit of Rs. 5,765,000 
after a year. The owner wants to share this 
profit with the workers of his mill. If there are 
1,340 workers in the mill, how much share 
each worker will receive?

Ÿ Similarly give one more word problem where 
greater number division is used. 

a . 5 0 2 , 3 3 6  ÷  1 2 9    b .  2 8 , 4 3 8  ÷  5 9     
c .  3 0 , 3 4 8  ÷  5 4      d . 1 6 1 , 2 8 0  ÷  9 6 0    
e. 543,920 ÷ 300 

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 5

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Multiplication and Division

Ÿ Solving word problems is the area where 
students feel difficulty. You would find 
students doing wonderful in arithmetic but 
when it comes to interpreting a problem 
statement, they are confused.

Ÿ There are some tips for you to do, so no longer 
it remains a problem for you and for the 
students.

Ÿ Make it very colorful, they should discuss 
about problems like a story. Name it 'story 
questions.'

Ÿ Tell them not to jump to solution, go STEP by 
STEP.

Ÿ Tell them the key terms given below to 
remember; altogether, difference, divide, 
distribute, split, total, many times, product, 
sum up, etc.  

Ÿ Subtraction is opposite of addition

Ÿ Division is opposite of multiplication

Ÿ While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Number and

Arithmetic Operations

Ÿ Solve real life problems involving mixed 
operations of addition, subtractions, 
multiplication and division.

•†h]æ…iÏŠnÜ

Lesson Plans: Grade 5
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Ÿ Tell students that we have been doing 
throughout this unit addition, subtractions, 
multiplication and division,  in numeral form. 
We apply these concepts in our daily life now. 

Ÿ Encourage students to give examples, if they 
find it confusing, give them following, later 
they will quote similar examples.

Ÿ What tells us the application of addition in 
daily life?

 (Counting things in a store, counting money, 
making shopping bills, etc.)

Ÿ Announce that today we will explore more 
about application of arithmetical operations 
in daily life situations.

Introduction

Material / Resources 

Development

Ÿ Ask students what information they get 
from each of the following examples 
and which operation is to be used to get 
the answer.

o If there are 20 pencils in a pack and  
ahmad has 10 packs, then how 
many pencils do ahmad has? [10 X 
20 = 200 pencils]

1Activity 1

board,marker,textbook

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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[25

Activity 2 2

o Each student donates 24 rupees 
and there are 48 students in the 
class, then how much money the 
whole class has donated? [24 X 48]

o H i ra  a n d  S a l m a n  r e c e i v e d  
R s 3 4 5 , 0 0 0  a n d  R s 7 9 5 , 0 0 0  
respectively as property share, how 
much a l together  they have 
received?[ Add the amounts} 

o 75 candies are distributed in the 
class of 25 students. How much 
candies each student get? [75 ÷25]

o Tailor splits 25 meter of cloth into 
pieces to make 5 suits. He got how 
much pieces? [25 ÷5]

o If there are 48 students in class and 
15 are absent then 'how many are   
present? [48 - 15]

o Distribute 96 questions equally 
among all of you, so how many 
questions per student (consider 
there are 48 students in the class)? 
[96 ÷ 48 = 2 questions]

Ÿ Help students in understanding each 
question

Ÿ Solve few questions on the board with 
the help of the students. Make them 
understand the use of block to solve the 
problem. i.e,

Ÿ If there are 42 mangoes in each crate. 12 
crates of mangoes were delivered to a 
factory for packing. 4 mangoes were 
rotten. The remaining mangoes were 
packed into boxes of 10 mangoes each. 
So how many boxes of mangoes are 
there in all?

Solution:

Step1. Find the total number of mangoes 
delivered. 

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Draw the figure and explain side by side, 
draw 12 boxes for 12 crates

42

Ÿ Students will calculate by seeing the 
picture; 12 × 42 = 504 mangoes.

Step 2: Find the number of remaining 
mangoes.

Total 

504 

?
4

Ÿ Students will calculate by seeing the 
picture;  

Step 3: Find the number of boxes of 
mangoes. [10 mangoes in each box and 
total 500 mangoes, 

?

500

Ÿ Students will calculate by seeing the 
picture;    500 ÷ 10 = 50 boxes. 

Ÿ There were 50 boxes of mangoes.  Keep 
 the figures on the board, let the  
 students think and understand it.

Ÿ Make groups so that there are students 
with mixed ability in each group. 

Ÿ Ask groups to work together and 
prepare a similar problem and solve it 
by using block method.

504 – 4 = 500 

Rotten mangoes

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Ask them what similar problem they 
have developed, share with the whole 
class, also give solution.

Ÿ Appreciate for the best word statement 
and quick answer.

Ÿ Working in the same groups give them 
some word problems from the textbook 
to solve.

Ÿ Divide students into groups of 4 or 5. 

Ÿ Circulate a chart paper in the class

Ÿ Based on what they learned during 
class, have each group write on the 
chart at least three tips for other groups 
on how to solve word problems.

Ÿ Finalize the common tips written by 
students and display chart in the class

Ÿ The chart should encourage students to 
do the following when solving word 
problems: 

Ÿ Read the problem very carefully.

Ÿ Point out key words that signify which 
operation to use.

Ÿ Discuss the importance of showing the 
steps involved in solving a problem.

3Activity 3

Ÿ Divide students in groups.

Ÿ Read following questions one  by one.

Ÿ Let students listen to you attentively and 
write information on their notebooks.

Ÿ Keep in mind the steps they have 
decided to follow, Ask students to solve 
the problem in their group.

4Activity 4

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Ÿ Ask the group, which solves the problem 
first, to explain answers to the whole 
class

1.) In the morning assembly teacher 
arranges 247 students  in 13 rows 
a n d  s o m e  c o l u m n s .  T h e  
arrangements are in perfect 
rectangular array. Find the number 
of students in each row. [19 
students]

2.) A mechanic takes 17 hours to 
assemble a car. How many cars can 
he do in 255 hours?  [15 cars]

3.) 180 Students are taken to the field 
trip in 12 buses. If all buses are 
completely filled, find the number 
of students in each bus. [A bus can 
accommodate 15 students] 

4.) A theatre holds 1060 people. If 389 
seats remain unsold on one evening, 
how many seats have been sold? 
[671 tickets]

5.) Mrs Shah puts sweets into bags 
before the party. If she puts 14 
sweets into each bag, how many 
bags will be needed to take 196 
sweets?

Ÿ Addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division operations are used to solve daily life 
situation. 

Ÿ  Word problems have key words which help in 
changing it into math.

Ÿ Some key words which change a statement 
into math are, altogether, difference, 

Sum up / Conclusion

Lesson Plans: Grade 5Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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e

distribute, divide, split, many times, product, sum 
up, total, etc. 

Assessment

Give following questions in pairs to assess their 
understanding

Ÿ A jewelry company ordered 9 boxes of glass 
beads. There were 51 beads in each box. How 
many glass beads did the jewelry company 
order?

Ÿ Ali worked at a department store during a big 
sale. On Saturday, he sold 511 towels. On 
Sunday, he sold 378 more towels. How many 
towels did he sell in all?

Ÿ A man bought 18 bags of white rice and 12 
bags of brown rice. Each bag of rice weighed 8 
kilograms. How many kilograms of rice did he 
buy in all? 

Follow up 

Give following word problem to solve by 
explaining each step. 

Ÿ You want to improve you speed to take part in 
annual sports. Your trainer suggests jogging 
for 12 minutes each day for the first week.  
Each week thereafter, he suggests that you 
increase that time by 6 minutes per day.  How 
many weeks will it be before you are up to 
jogging 60 minutes per day?

Ÿ Assign few questions from textbook to do in 
their notebooks.

Lesson Plans: Grade V 
Lesson Plans: Grade 6Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 6

Zk$~ëÜsgK'»ZEw™,ÐX 0

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Order of operation: BODMAS Rule

B Brackets first

O Orders (i.e. Powers and Square Roots, etc.)

D Division and 

M Multiplication 

A Addition 

S Subtraction 

· Parentheses are used in math to show a part 
of a math expression or equation that must 
be solved first, before any other calculation 
are done. 

· In this lesson we will use only parenthesis () 
as brackets.

· While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Number and

Arithmetic Operations

· Recognize BODMAS rule, using only 
parentheses (). 

· Carryout combined operations using 
BODMAS rules.

ƒÐ¬'X

FK)¤‰ÜZzg_gz){(

„
¢[

¦

¸&

gK'ËÌˆ!¿~Zk{ÃZµ™äÆa 0

ZEwÅYCì&ƒÐ¬i™*ìX

B

O

D

M

A

S

]‘çÙ BODMAS uŠ^eoÂç]ÚØÒoi†ing]æ…

Zk$ÆŠzgZyZ*ŠÃÓx%Zi~Ô˜VñizVƒÔŠgÏÂ[ 0

ÐgŽqX,™

()
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Material / Resources 

· Introduce to the students that Math 
operations tell whether to add, subtract, 
multiply or divide, and parenthesis tell which 
operation is to be done first.

· Write 3 + 2 × 4 = -----------  on board.

· Write  20 as answer and ask who is agree?

· Write  11 as answer and ask who agrees or 
disagree?

· What are we to do - how can there be two 
answers in Math?

· Explain the rule that we do multiplication 
first, addition second.

· Ask  can I make 3 + 2 × 4 = 20 ? true  

· Tell the students that we follow the order like;

1. B brackets first 

2. O    Orders (powers and  square roots etc.)

3. D    Division

4. M    Multiplication 

5. A     Addition

6.    S    Subtraction

· Explain to the students that;

· Parentheses (), can be used in math to show 
which part of the math expression should be 
done first.  i.e 8 - 5 + 1 and 8 - (5 + 1).  The only 
difference between these two expressions is 
the parentheses.

· Operation given in parenthesis should be 
solved first

Introduction

¥ÃCž̂!´â]Ô¦Ô̧&

¸&

Ô¢[c„ÆúZï¯C 0

�X²¤z„gKîGCC�ž¬Ãy‚ˆ!¿™*ìX

______ = 3 + 2 x 4 1ge6É
ÀŸ/õGX 0
ÉÀ£4/õ JGZzg7

9£4/õ FJGZkŽZ[ÐÃyÃy5ì? 20 0
ÉÀ£4/õ JGZzg7

9£4/õ FJGÃyZ·t™@ì? 11 0

7
9£4/õ FJG:Z[ëH™,XZqÎZwÆŠzŽZ[gcè~ù 0

ƒM�?

SkZßwÅzŸs<žë¬¢[Šï�ˆ~¦™D 0

�X

3 + ¯YƒV?Šg„ìX 3 + 2 x 4 = 20 7
9£4/õ FJGH~ 0

(2 x 4)

¥ÃC�žëˆ!úZïÅZkFKÐˆ!]i™D 0

�X
¬' B (1

FK)_gÔ̧]z){( O (2

„ D (3

¢[ M (4

¦ A (5

 board, marker, textbook 1geÔâg™ÔŠgÏÂ[

S (6

¥ÃzZã<ž 0

gK'Ôgcè~¿ÆQk{ÃZµ™C�&¬i 0

ZyŠzâVÓV 8 - 5 + 1 c 8 - (5 + 1) ™*ƒ@ìX‰

~ÜsgK'»„�ÛtìX

gK'~ŠØ‰ˆ!úZï¬i™äeX 0

'
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[7] 0Høg}0kÃð¤‰Ü&_gì?

[„] 0¬H™*ì¦c„?

ZÏ§b!¹VßVÃÌzZã™,X 0

»jZ!Š£Zzg7
9£4/õ FJGX BODMAS «VwÉ

À£4/õ JGZzg 0

[7] 0Høg}0kÃð'ì?

Development

· Tell the students that we do operation 
on numbers. We add, subtract, multiply, 
divide,

but what to do if we have more than one 
operation to do at a time?

· How do we solve this: 3 – 5 ÷ (1+4)=?

· Let's put BODMAs into practice.

· Repeat the acronym with whole class 
i.e. 

· All is to do calculations in this order and 
solve the question.

· Write following examples on the board 
and solve with the help of the students.

1Activity 1

¥ÃCëZ°ZŠÃ¦Ô̧&Ô¢[Zzg„™D�Ô 0

pZ¤Zq„¿~icŠ{̂!úZïƒVÂH™,?

3 - 5 @ (1 x 4 = ?) ëSÐùi™,™,ÐX 0

ZEw™,ÐX BODMAS (<é GXí
6ê X 0

¥Æ‚BFKÃŠCÙZX 0

…ZÏFK~ˆ!¿™*ìZzgÎZwÃi™,X 0

1ge6

qgzfsVBÉ
À£4/õ JGZzg¥ÅæŠÐi™,X 0

· Write first example on the board refer to 
the BODMAS  rule and ask 

o Do we have any (parenthesis)? [no]

o Do we have any order or powers? 
[no]

o What to do first addition or 
division?' [ division]

· Similarly discuss all the examples on 
board with students.

(), OF, ÷, x, +, - . 

21 + 14 @ 7 =

21 + 14 @ =

3 x (5 – 2) =

(21 + 2 = 23)

(35 @ 7 = 5)

(3 x 3 = 9)

(3 +5-6  =  2 )

7 

3 + 5 - (2 + 4) =

Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics) Lesson Plans: Grade 5
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Activity 2 2

· Write on the board and explaining 

 (8 – 4) + 5 x 8

· Parentheses come first, so 8 - 4 = 4. 

· Replace in the expression with 4, where 
(8 - 4) was, so: 4 + 5 x 8. 

· T h i s   c o n t a i n s  a d d i t i o n  a n d  
multiplication. Multiplication comes 
before addition, so 5 x 8 = 40. Replace 40 
with 5x8 in the sentence.

· That leaves 4 + 40. Finally, add 4 + 40 = 
44. Solve few more same examples on 
the board with the help of the students.

Divide class in groups of four and distribute 
mathematical sentences written on paper 
pieces. Each group will get the required 
result by applying brackets .e.g

· Groups will swap their sheets after 
completing for the peer checking.

(8 - 4) + 5 x 8 1ge6É
À£4/õ JGZzgzŸs<X 0

8 - 4 = 4 ¬'i™,X®Z 0

¦Zzg¢[ŠzúZï�Ô¢[»¿¦Ð¬W@ (<é GXí Z[ 0

ìX

$wŠ£X

5 x 8 = 40®ZÐ40Ã 5 x 8 ˆ!¿~

44 ~¦™,ZzgŽZ[ 40Ã 4 $ŠÂ 4 + 40 Z[ 0

ìX¥ÅæŠÐ¼ZzgVB1ge6i™,X

Æ¤zƒV~„<Zzg»½Å6wV6‘ 4 )®Ã

ˆ!¿„™,XCÙ¤z{̂!¿~'Î™£/

ŽZ[¯ñÇX}
4 + 3 - 1 x 6 = 16 g 4 + (3 - 1) x 6 = 16

CÙ¤z{ÎZwi™äÆˆZK6wVÃ‚¹VÐ 0

ïÆaps™}ÇX

· Divide class into pairs

· Write numbers from 2-9 on paper slips 
fold them and put them in a box .

· Ask each pair to take one paper slip

· Give them instruction that they have to 
use the number and operations to get 
the answer equal to 1.

· For example if they have got 4, they have 
to use 4 four times and get answer equal 
to 1 like;   (4÷4) +4 -4=1

· Similarly find an expression to make the 
number equal to 0.

· Time the activity.

3Activity 3

)®ÃŽhV~„<X 0

JZ°ZŠÉ
À£4/õ JGZ7ñh™Zq{à 2 - 9 »½Å6wV6 0

e"~eZaX

CÙŽh~Ð}žz{Zq6cZVáX 0

Z7@Zc]Š,žZrVä'Zzĝ!úZï»ZEw 0

¯*ìX 1 ™DƒñŽZ[

KX®Z 4 Å(6 (8 - 4) ˆ!¿~ 04 + 5 x 8 

z

ÃegŠiÔZEw™*ì 4 $Õä LìÂZ7 4 }ÔZ¤Z7 0

(4 @ 4) + 4 - 4 = 1 W*ecX‰ 1 ZzgŽZ[

ZÏ§bÐZqˆ!]¯�T»ŽZ[#ƒX 0

u¤òÆaz‰Ü<X 0
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· Parenthesis are used to show what should be 
done first in arithmetic expression. 

· Parenthesis ( ) are the most frequently used 
group symbol.  

Sum up / Conclusion

· If students do not get the answers. Solve 
on the board with the help of the 
students.

· This will give them extensive practice 

Z¤¥i:™ÃÂÔ¥ÅæŠÐ1ge6i™ÆŠ3X 0

Å½7gwqÝ BODMAS Zk§ÐZ7 0

ƒÏX

ˆ!¿ÆXÃ¬i™*ƒZ7gKfg) 0

e{HY@ìX

ƒÐicŠ{ZEwƒäzZà¤z„´#Ö ( ) gK' 0

ìX

Assessment

· Give following  questions to solve individually.

Follow up 

· Make 5 different arithmetical expressions 
using all operations and parenthesis, giving 
answer equal to 5 for each expression. 

Z,ˆ! 5 Óxˆ!úZïZzggK'ÃZEw™Dƒñ 0

Æ'Z'ƒX 5 ¿¯X»ŽZ[

'Æ

572 - (27÷  9) x 8 

- (16 + 13) 

75  x 5 - (28 + 21) 

102 + (240 - 5) + 8 

360 ÷18 + (57 - 43) 

38 + (14 ÷2)  x 3 

(117 - 3) + 9 (25 ÷5) 

(680 - 330) + 71 

73 -49 - (21 + 12) 

(37 + 2) – 29 +11 

(20 + 15) 

1.) 2.) 3.)

4.) 5.) 6.)

10)

7.) 8.) 9.)

qgzfsÎZÑ]ZZŠ~îg6™äÆaŠ,X 0i

ÆZ:t

úZï
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Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 7

ÉÀ£4/õ JGX "
$©o-+ö

GG
G¸Z " 1ge6ƒÐZz6 0

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Distributive Law

Ÿ Distributive law collects multiplication and 
addition subtraction operations

o Distributive law w.r.t addition 

  x(b +c) = a x b + a x c 

o Distributive law w.r.t subtraction 

   ax(b - c)  = a x b  - a x c

Ÿ While teaching the lesson,  also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

40 Minutes/Periods 1

Ÿ Verify Distributive laws. ¸ZÅ7@w™ÃX 0

Zzg ¢[Æ̂!úZïÃZ‰™@ìX t‡ây¸& /¦ 0

a x (b + c) = a x b + a x c ‡âyäp¦ 0

ax (b - c) = a x b - a x c
$©o-+ö

$©o-+ö

GG
G
GG

G‡âyäp̧& 0

ŠzgZÈ$Q*ŠÃ˜VñizVƒÔÓx%Zi~ŠgÏÂ[ÐÌ 0

gŽq

Ÿ Write  'Distributive Laws” on the top of the 
board.

Ÿ Ask students if they have any idea what it is?

Ÿ  Tell students that this law( sometimes called 
property)states that you get the same answer 
when you multiply a number by a group of 
numbers added together as when you do 
e a c h  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  s e p a r a t e l y .  
Example: 3 × (2 + 4) = 3×2 + 3×4 So the "3" can 
be "distributed" over the "2+4" into 3 times 2 
and 3 times 4.

Ÿ Show it with  help of the following figure:

Introduction

$©o-+ö

GG
G

¥Ð7âžHZ0Zi{ìtH¸Z�? 0Z7

¥ÃC�žSk‡ây)ŽL{¤ÌB@ì(Æ_. 0

ZW\FZ°ZŠÅ¦ÃËZq°ŠÐ¢[Šï�ÂŽZ[z„

W@ìŽÓxZ°ZŠÅe{e{¢[Ã™áìX‰

3 x (2 + 4) = 3 x 2 + 3 x 4

%û 3 Zzg 2 %û 3 ~Sk§b„HŠž 2+4 Ã 3 ZSb
X

ZÏ¿ÃŠg`fs¦kÅæŠÐŠ3�:

4

0

™,X

Number and Arithmetic
Operations
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ZÏ¿Ã̧&ÆfŠCÙZ�X 0

Development

Ÿ Draw the following shape on the board 
and tell students that this figure 
represents the area of rectangle with 
length b+c and width a

1Activity 1

Ÿ Repeat this activity for subtraction

a

b + c

Ÿ Hence area of this rectangle is= a x (b +c) or 
a(b+c)

Ÿ This can be split into two parts as follows;

a

b c

a

b c

a

Ÿ Now the sum of the area of both 
rectangles is ab +ac

Ÿ because both are parts of that  
rectangle, so we can write: 

               a(b+c) = ab + ac

Ÿ Give paper strips to students in groups 
to varify it for themselves.

Activity 2

Ÿ Tell students that it is very convenient to 

use distr ibut ive law for  quick  

multiplication.

3 x (2+4)
(3x2) + (3x4)
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Z[¥ÃŠz¤z7V~„™,X 0

CÙ¤z{Šzu}¤z{ÆnVßV~ŠØ‰ÎZßVÅ 0

§bÆÎZw?m™}ÇX

ŠzuZ¤z{ZÐ1ge6i™}ÇX 0

Ÿ Tell students that I want to multiply 

12x19, and I used a quick method to do 

it. I multiplied 12 by 20. Well 12 x 20 is 

easy, it's 240.  But, I added one more 12 

than I needed, so I'll take it away from 

240 to give me 228. =

Ÿ Similarly ask students how to do

Ÿ Solve 2 more examples

Ð¢[ŠbeSƒVZzg 19Ã 12 ¥ÃCž~ 0

Ã 12 ~äZq¢~¢[»§zäHìX~ä

WcìXp~ 240 Ð¢[ŠcZzgŽZ[W‚ãÐ 20

~Ð 240 »ZŸ†HŽ=7ecÅ<å XEZ~ 12ä

X228 ïwŠîƒVZzgŽZ[ì 12

»HŽZ[ìX 4 x 27 ZÏ§b¥Ð7âž 0

¥ÅæŠÐŠzZzgVBi<X 04 x 27
= 4 (20+7)
= 4 (20) + (7)
= 80 + 28 = 108

 

Ÿ Now divide students in two groups.

Ÿ Each group will suggest a multiplication 
sum like given in the examples of 
previous activity, for the other group as 
challenge.

Ÿ Other group will solve in their 
notebooks.

Ÿ Each group will solve at least 5 
questions.

Ÿ Help students if they are unable to do 
any question.

Ÿ These multiplication sums can be 
selected from textbook exercise as well.

3Activity 3

ÎZwCÙ¤z{™}X 5 ÁZiÁ 0

¥ÅæŠ™,Z¤z{ÃðÎZwi:™ÃX 0

tVBŠgÏÂ[~ÐÌàY$Ë�X 0

Example : Obtain 17 × 99 using distributive law

Solution: We know, 99 = 100 -1

So, 17 × 99 = 17 × (100 -1)
= (17×100) -(17×1)
= 1700 –17 = 1683

» 17 x 99 Vw:
$©o-+ö

GG
G‡âyZEw™Dƒñ

ëY� i:99 = 100 -1

Example: Obtain 4 × 102 using distributive law

Solution: We know, 102 = 100 + 2

So, 4 x 102 = 4 × (100 + 2)
= (4 x 100) + (4 x 2)
= 400 + 8=408

» 4 x 102 Vw:
$©o-+ö

GG
G‡âyZEw™DƒñŽZ[¥x™,

ëY� i:102 = 100 + 2

Sum up / Conclusion

Ÿ The Distributive  laws lets you multiply a sum 

by multiplying each addend separately and 

then add the products.

$©o-+ö

GG
G¸ZÆ�W\Z°ZŠÆù·~CÙ°ŠÃbz¢!Ð 0

Š}™ÓxquÿL¢[Ã¦™D�X ZµZµ¢[

ŽZ[¥x™,
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4 x 53
= (4 x 50) + (4 x 3)
= 200 + 12 = 212

$©o-+ö

GG
G¸Zf6wÆÎZÑ]~æŠÇgƒD�X 0

‰Zq!¢!¿ì; 0

Assessment

Ÿ Students will be given following statement 
questions to apply their understanding of 
Distributive law

Ÿ Mother prepared 12 bags of sweets for 
birthday party of Seema. In each bag she puts 
5 chocolate and 14 candies. How many 
sweets did mother buy?

Ÿ A necklace made of alternating 4 grey beads 
and 2 black beads is shown. Explain the way 
one can find, how many beads are there in the 
necklace?

¥Ãqgzfs„gCÎZwŠ
+C4/õ
G
EG
J@žz{

$©o-+ö

GG
G¸ZÆû»Z:t 0

™ÃX

¼V¯XCÙ 12 ZòäjÅ‚D{Å0gKÆn‹ðÅ 0

Í1VgB�XZòäÀX 14 e<Zzg 5 $~z{

‹×Vyh,X

({ñC!nK6î}ƒñ�X 2 u#Zzg 4 Zq;gÅ±~~ 0

6ž¦k~Š3cŠìXz{§C�8øELÐñZVÅ9

®ZŠ¥xÅY$ËìX

Follow up 

Solve following questions by applying 
Distributive laws.

Ÿ In each fish tank there are 7 gold fish and 6 
black fish. There are 8 fish tanks. How many 
fish are there altogether?

Ÿ There are 3 tables . On each table there are 6 
lemonade glasses and 5 cold drink bottles. 
How many drinks are there altogether?

Ÿ Assign some questions from textbook to do as 
homework.

Šg`fsÎZÑ]
$©o-+ö

GG
G¸ZÆZ:tÆfg)i™,X

({MV�XŠV 6 Í®-Zzg 7 ŠVÆCÙZqÛ~ 0

Û�XÀŠVÅ®ZŠ¥x™,X 8Æ

1³�XözV6 5 †kÑ"Zzg 6 &ö�ÔCÙö6 0

æz!]Å®ZŠ¥x™,X

ŠgÏÂ[~¼ÎZÑ]º!™Š{»xÆîg6Š,X 0

Ÿ Quick multiplication can be done through 

distributive Laws.

Ÿ The Distributive Property helps with mental 

math.

Ÿ A quick multiplication is

$©o-+ö
G

G¸ZÆfg)¢[»¿!~ÐHYYìX 0

G
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LESSON 1

222
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

HCF

· Factorization means to express a number as 
the product of its factors. These factors are 
either composite numbers or prime numbers. 
(Except that 0 and 1 are neither prime nor 
composite).

120 Minutes/3 PeriodsHCF and LCM

· Find HCF of three numbers, up to 2 digits, 
using prime factorization method.

Â^�]Â¿Ü

· Prime factorization means to express a 
number as the product of its prime factors. 
e.g. 12 = 2 x 2 x 3

24 Composite 

Prime 2

 

12 Composite 

Prime 2 6 Composite 

Prime 2  Prime 

X

X

X 3
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· Factors shared by two or more numbers are 
called common factors. e.g.

  
  

12 :1, 2 , 3, 4, 6, 12
14 :1, 2 , 7, 14 

· Because '2' is common in factors of both of 
these numbers so it is called common factor.

· The product of two or more common prime 
factors is the greatest number/factor, which is 
called Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) or 
Highest Common Factor (HCF).

· Highest common factor 'HCF' of two or more 
numbers is the greatest number that divides 
each one of given numbers exactly.

· Method of prime factorization for finding HCF 
of two or more numbers.

Step 1:

o Express each one of the given number as 
the product of prime factors.

Step 2:

o Identify the prime factors which are 
common in all factorizations.

Step 3:

o Now multiply all these prime factors 
which are common. 

o Thus a number/factor obtained is called 
(GCD) or Highest Common Factor (HCF).

· Find the HCF of 16, 36 and 52 using prime 
factorization method.

2 16

8

4

2

1

2

2

2

2 36

18

9

3

1

2

3

3

2 52

26

13

1

2

13
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36, 16 ¬Šc¬ŠZWìŽ !n.ç IGê ƒÐ(Z 4 ZkVw~ 0

Ã7gZ7gZ„™@ìX 52 Zzg

Zk$ÆŠzgZyZ*ŠÃÓx%Zi~ó˜VñizVƒóÀ, 0

ÐÌgŽq™*e’X

· In this example '4' is the HCF or GCD which 
divides 16, 36 and 52 exactly.

· During teaching the lesson, teacher should 
concern with text book, when and where 
necessary in all steps.

Introduction

Ask the students:

· What are prime numbers?

(Such numbers which are divisible by 1 and itself)

· What are composite numbers?

(Such numbers have at least one more factor 
other than 1 and itself)

· Which are prime numbers?

( write on board:  2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 etc)

· Which are composite numbers?

( write on board: 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16,  etc)

· Why it is prime or composite number?  (by 
writing any number)

(Check students understanding by taking 
discussion along with few examples of numbers. 

Board, marker/chalk, Duster, basket or box, paper 
slips having topic relevant questions on it, text 
book

Material / Resources 

1geóâg™&euóe7óI™~ce/ó»½Å6jVX6ÄZyÐ0

ÎZÑ]‘ƒñƒVóŠgÏÂ[

¥Ð7â;

GŠZ°ZŠHƒD�? 0

6„ƒD�( 1 )Z,Z°ZŠŽZL´z{Üs

%“Z°ZŠHƒD�? 0

Æ´z{ËŠzu}°Š6Ì„ƒD 1 )Z,Z°ZŠŽZLZzg�(

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 

2 x 2 x 3 x 3 = 

2 x 2 x 13   = 

 = 

4   = 

2 x 2

Prime factorization of 16

Prime factorization of 36

Prime factorization of 52

Common factors

HCF

ÅGŠ‹~ 16

ÅGŠ‹~ 36

ÅGŠ‹~ 52

u¬Š !n.ç
IG

¬ŠZW

GŠZ°ZŠÃyÃyÐ�? 0

z){( 2,3,5,7,11,13,17 )1ge6˜Y

%“Z°ZŠÃyÃyÐ�? 0

4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16 )1ge6˜Yz){(

)ÃðÌ°ŠÉ™( t°ŠGŠc%“YVì? 0

)Z°ZŠÅPVßVÅæŠÐ¥Ðc™,ZzgZyÆûÃ

YTó2ZÌË°ŠÆ!g}~!]™,L¬ŠÅZ˜b
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Also repeat the term 'Factor' every time you 
discuss about a number. For example '12' is 
composite because it has Factors more than 
one, which are 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12).

· What are 'Factors'?

(The number which divides any number exactly is 
called its factor)

· What are prime factors?

(Such factors of any number which are prime, are 
called prime factors)

· Which are the prime factors of number 14?

 (2, 7)

· Which are the composite factors of number 
18? (6, 9, 18)

· What do you mean by prime factorization?

· What will be the prime factorization of 
number 16?(2 x 2 x 2 x2 )

· What do you know about HCF?

(HCF of two or more numbers is the greatest 
number that divides each one of them exactly.

· What does HCF stand for? (Highest Common 
Factor)

Development

· Ask students to work in pairs.

· Ask students to find prime factors of 24 
and write them as product.

· Now ask students to find prime factors 
of 48 and write them as product.

· Now ask them to find HCF.

· Let the  students think themselves.

1Activity 1

¥ÐŽhzVÅßg]~»x™äÃ}X 0

%“°ŠìYZkÆ¬ŠZqÐicŠ{ 12 ¢zgŠCÙZó†

�( 12 Zzg 6, 4, 3,2 �ªZkÆ¬Š

¬ŠHƒD�? 0

)Ë°ŠÃ7gZ7gZ„™äzZÑ°ŠZk»¬ŠB@ì(

GŠ¬ŠHƒD�? 0

)Ë°ŠÆZ,¬ŠŽGŠƒVóGŠ¬ŠBD�(

(2, 7 ÆGŠ¬ŠÃyÃyÐ�?) 14 °Š 0

(6, 9, 18) Æ%“¬ŠÃyÃyÐ�? 18 °Š 0

GŠ‹~ÐH%ZŠì? 0

(2x2x2x2) ÅGŠ‹~HƒÏ? 16 °Š 0

W\¬ŠZWÆ!g}~HY�? 0

)ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZWz{(Z°Šƒ@ìŽŠ�‰Z°ZŠ

~ÐZq7gZ7gZ„™@ìX(

(Highest Common Factor ¾»&Bý
E

ì?) HCF 0

ÆGŠ¬Š¥x™äZzgqÝ¢[Æîg6 24 ¥Ð 0

™Ã}X

ÆGŠ¬Š¥x™äZzgqÝ¢[Æîg 48 Z[ZyÃ 0

6™Ã}X

Z[¬ŠZW¥x™äÃ}X 0

¥ÃpŠÐÎW»ñµŠ,X 0
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¥Ãwc'×hŠzyÏÎZÑ]Š,X 0

2 28

14

7

1

2

7

Z¥ÐŽZ[ŠgcÄ™,X 0

Z[L¥â]'ZñZ‚E{ó~Š�‰§Æ_. 0

ZkÎZwÃi™ÆŠ3X

»¬ŠZW¥x™äÃ}X 28 Zzg 84 Z[¥Ã 0

· Collect answers from different students.

· Now demonstrate the method as 
explained in 'information for teachers' 

· Now ask students to find HCF of 84 and 
28

2 84

42

21

7

2

3

1

· Now give students, more two-digit 
questions for practice.

Activity 2 2

· Write any three numbers on board e.g. 
27, 45, 63

· Now divide students in groups.

· Ask students to find HCF according to 
the method learn.

· Do not tell the students, let them think.

· Collect answer from  groups.

· Now solve this question on board and 
tell the students, the method of finding 
HCF of three numbers.

  27 ,45, 63 ÃðÐ&Z°ZŠ1ge6K† 0

Z[¥Ã¤z:~„™,X 0

2 x 2 x 7 = 

2 x 2 x 7 x 3 =   

 = 

28   = 

2 x 2

Prime factorization of 28

Prime factorization of 84

Common factors

HCF

ÅGŠ‹~ 28

ÅGŠ‹~ 84

u¬Š !n.ç
IG

¬ŠZW

x 7 

¥Ã2ñ‰§Æ_.¬ŠZW¥x™äÃ 0

}X

¥Ã#ÖCóZ¹pŠÐÎW»ñµŠ,X 0

¤z:ÐŽZ[ŠgcÄ™,X 0

Z[1ge6ZkÎZwÃi™ÆŠ3Zzg¥Ã&Z°ZŠ» 0

¬ŠZWï%»§CX
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1ge6ZÎZÑ]KX 0

Z[Z¥Ã!g~!g~1ge6š™i™äZzgzŸs 0

™äÃ}X

ZW\Ã¢ƒYñž¥¤z:~!W‚ã¬ŠZW 0

&g=GŠ‹~¥x™äÑ�ÂZyÃZZŠ~îg6

ÎZÑ]Š,X

Š,óŠzu}¤WÃ 1 VwÆîg6¬¤WÃÎZw� 0

Š,ZzgZk§b'×hWÐ™DYX 2 ÎZw�

Zk»Z®gÎZÑ]Å®ZŠ6ìX 0

z){ 1,2,3 ZÓxÎZÑ]»ƒYÂQÐÎZw� 0

ŠïYX

4»z‰ÜŠ,X 15 0

Z[¥Ð}ÆZC»xZqŠzu}Æ‚B¥ 0

™,Zzg!VÅŠg\™,X

¥ÃwÆn¤z:~'×hŠzyÏÎZÑ]i™ä 0

ÃŠ,X

³Z~™,žëä&ŠzyÏZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW&g=GŠ 0

‹~¥x™ä»§5ìX

· For practice, give students; further two-
digit numbers to solve in groups.

· Conclude that we have learned the 
method of finding HCF of three-digit 
numbers through prime factorization.

· Once you see that they are comfortable 
with finding HCF through factorization 
in pairs, assign them individual 
questions.

· For example assign question no. 1 to 
student one, question no. 2 to second 
student and so on.

· It depends upon the number of 
questions.

· You may restart from question number 
1, 2, 3 etc, when all questions finish.

· Allocate time 15 minutes.

· Now ask students to share their work 
with each other and correct mistakes.

3Activity 3

· Write different questions on board.

· Ask students to find HCF according to 
the method learn.

· Allocate time 15 minutes.

· Now invite different students on board 
one by one and ask them to solve and 
explain.

·  Invite such students on board who are 
less participative in the class.

· At the end, appreciate students through 
clapping.

4Activity 4

Z,¥Ã1ge6¢zgšŽ̄k~ÁÑ•™D�X 0

Wy~@CVÆfg)¥Åj,Z‚ÛZð™,X 0

¥Ã2ñ‰§Æ_.¬ŠZW¥x™äÃ 0

}X

4»z‰ÜŠ,X 15 0
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24 Composite 

Prime 2 12 Composite 

Prime 2 6 Composite 

Prime 2  Prime 

X

X

X 3

ìóZknZkÃ 2 !n.ç IGê aZyŠzâVZ°ZŠÆ¬ŠzV~ 0

¬Š}ÐX !n.ç IGê
GŠ¬ŠzV»qÝ¢[(}Ð(Z !n.ç IGê ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{ 0

!n.ç IGê °Š&¬Šƒ@ìóZkÃ¬ŠZWcƒÐ(Z

(ë�X HCF ¬Š)

GŠ‹~»ÈìžZq°ŠÃZkÆGŠ¬ŠzVÆqÝ 0

12 = 2x2x3 ¢[Æîg6ªCÙ™*X†

¬Šë !n.ç IGê ƒVZ¹ !n.ç IGê ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠÆŽ¬Š 0

�X†

· Factorization means to express a number as 
the product of its factors. These factors are 
either composite numbers or prime numbers. 

(Except that 0 and 1 are neither prime nor 
composite).

Sum up / Conclusion

‹~»ÈìžZq°ŠÃZkÆ¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[Æîg 0

6ªCÙ™*Xt¬Š%“cGŠƒM�X

ÆŽ:ÂGŠ°Š�Zzg:%“( 1 Zzg 0 )âÎZñ

· Prime factorization means to express a 
number as the product of its prime factors. 
e.g. 12 = 2 x 2 x 3

· Factors shared by two or more numbers are 
called common factors. e.g.

· Because '2' is common in factors of both of 
these numbers so it is called common factor.

· The product of two or more common prime 
factors is the greatest number/factor, which is 
called Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) or 
Highest Common Factor (HCF).

· Highest common factor 'HCF' of two or more 
numbers is the greatest number that divides 
each one of given numbers exactly.

· Tell the students, the method of finding HCF 
through prime factorization and solve few 
questions on board.

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZWz{ƒÐ(Z°Šƒ@ìŽŠ�‰ 0

Z°ZŠÃ7gZ7gZ„™@ìX

¥Ã¬ŠZW&g=GŠ‹~ï%»§CZzgPÎZÑ] 0

1ge6i™ÆŠ3X

  
  

12 :1, 2 , 3, 4, 6, 12
14 :1, 2 , 7, 14 
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Assessment

· Put paper slips of questions in a basket or box 
and shuffle it.

· Go to different students, especially those who 
are less participative in the class.

· Ask each student to pick the slip and read the 
question aloud.

· Give them time to think and write answer.

· After this students announce their answer 
one by one.

· The whole class is the judge.

· If the answer is correct, they will THUMBS UP, 
if answer is wrong, THUMBS DOWN.

· This will help you check how many of the 
students understand this concept.

Sample questions for writing on slips

o What are factors?

o What is greatest common factor called?

o What are common factors?

o  How do you find the highest common 
factor of two or three numbers?

o How do you find the HCF of 12 and 24?

o Find the HCF of 76, 56, and 20 through 
prime factorization.

ZqI™~ce"~ÎZÑ]zZà6jVeZw™p[hX 0

Z[Z¥Æ0kYó{mîg6Zy¥Æ0kŽ¯k~ 0

ÁÑ•™DƒVX

CÙ¤WÃ6cZVäZzgÎZwÃ!WzZi—7"Ã}X 0

ZyÃŽZ[Îa™™Ænz‰ÜŠ,X 0

ZkÆ¥̂!g~!g~ZLŽZ[»Z´y™,X 0

7g~)®QÆ�ÛZøZxŠ}ÏX 0

Z¤ŽZ[Šg„ƒÂZùVZz6ÃHYñÇZ¤ŽZ[ßƒÂZùVn 0

ƒÇX

ZkÐW\ÃtY+~æŠAÏžÄ¥Zk¦gÃ™‰ 0�X

6wV6™Æn%äÆÎZÑ]

¬ŠHƒD�? 0

¬ŠÃHë�? !n.ç IGê ƒÐ(} 0

¬Šù¥x™D�? !n.ç IGê W\Šzc&Z°ZŠ»ƒÐ(Z 0

¬Šc¬ŠZWùïB !n.ç IGê »ƒÐ(Z 24 Zzg  12 W\ 0Ð?

»¬ŠZW&g=GŠ‹~¥x™,X 76, 56, 20 0

¬ŠHƒD�? 0!n.ç IGê

Follow up 

· Ask students to write any three two-digit 
numbers and find HCF through prime 
factorization.

· Ask students to make three such questions 
and find HCF through prime factorization.

¥ÐÃðÐ&ŠzyÏZ°ZŠ™Zzg¬ŠZW&g=GŠ‹~ 0

¥x™äÃ}X

¥ÃZk§bÆ&ÎZÑ]¯äZzg¬ŠZW&g=GŠ‹~¥x 0

™äÃ}X
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Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 2 

222
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ There are many methods of finding HCF of 
two or more numbers, e.g. through prime 
factorization or through division etc.

Ÿ If large numbers are given then it is hard to 
find all the common prime factors, in such 
situation, the HCF of these numbers can be 
found by using division.

Ÿ There are two methods of division to find HCF, 
one by continuous division process and 
second is Ladder Method.

Ÿ In continuous division process, from two 
given numbers, any one is taken as divisor and 
other is as dividend, and after division, now 
remainder is taken as divisor and the first 
divisor is taken as dividend and we repeat 
division process. The process keep continue 
until we get the remainder '0'. Hence the last 
non zero divisor is called G.C.D or HCF. 

Ÿ If we have to find HCF of three numbers 
through continuous division process then 
first we find the HCF of any two numbers 
according to the above method, then divide

120 Minutes/3 Periods

Ÿ Find HCF of three numbers, up to 2 digits, 
using division method.

„»§ZEw™DƒñŠzyÏZ°ZŠJ&Z°ZŠ» 0

¬ŠZW¥x™ÃX

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZWF§VÐ¥xHYYìó† 0

&g=GŠ‹~c&g=„z){X

GŠ¬Š¥x !n.ç IGê Z¤(}(}Z°ZŠŠ�‰ƒVÂZyÆÓx 0

™*Âƒ@ìóZ+ßg]~ZyZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW„Æfg)

¥xHYYìX

¬ŠZW„ÆŠz§VÐ¥xHYYìóZqÚ„Æ 0

(Ð Ladder Method ¿ÐZzgŠzuZS̈Æ§)

Ú„Æ¿~Š�‰ŠzZ°ZŠ~ÐÃðÐZq°ŠÃ 0

„à{ZzgŠzu}Ã„Šy{Æîg61Y@ìóZzg„™ä

ÆˆŽ!¹ÇìZÐZ[„à{Æîg61Y@ìZzg¬

„à{Ã„Šy{Æîg61Y@ìóZzgŠz!g{„»¿H

JÆWy~#!¹g{ (<é GXí Y@ìóZk¿ÃYg~g3Y@ì

(c G.C.D YñXZk§bWy~)#„à{Ã¬ŠZW)

(ë�X HCF ¬Š) !n.ç IGê ƒÐ(Z

Z¤&Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZWÚ„Ð¥x™*ƒÂ¬ÃðÐŠz 0

Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZWZz6Cñ‰§Æ_.¥x™D�óQ

HCF

HCF and LCM

Â^�]Â¿Ü
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aZkÐWÐZq„GŠ°ŠÐÐVZ°ZŠ„7

ìX 3 ƒDÅ<å XEZZyZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW

Zk$ÆŠzgZyZ*ŠÃÓx%Zi~ó˜VñizVƒóÀ, 0

ÐÌgŽq™*e’X

0

Ladder &Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZW&g=„)S̈Æ§) 0

(Ð(¥x™*X Method

Zk§~ëÓxZ°ZŠÃZ\É™óÜsGŠZ°ZŠÐ„„ 0

™D�óZzgz{GŠ°ŠÉ™D�ŽŠ�‰Óx°ZŠÃ7gZ7gZ

„™}X

¥ÃCžZk§~„z;VJ™D�ó˜VJÓx 0

Z°ZŠZq„GŠ°ŠÐ„ƒVóZkÐWÐ„gzuŠï

�XZk§bÓxGŠ„àÇy»qÝ¢[¬ŠZWB@ìX

ëz„VwZEw™,ÐŽZz6Š~ˆì@žt¥xƒžW\ 0

ÃðÌ§ZEw™,óZkÐ¼�Ût77@ZzgŽZ[å

7VgLìX

»¬ŠZW&g=„)S̈Æ§ 21 Zzg 45,12 0

(Ð(¥x™*X Ladder Method)

Jž!¹#$ (<é GXí Š}°ŠÃZk¬ŠZWÐ„™D�

YñóZSbqÝƒäzZÑWy~)#„à{£/¬ŠZW

ƒ@ì

»¬ŠZW&g=„)Ú„Æ§ 21 Zzg 45, 12 0

Ð(¥x™*X

 third number with this HCF until we get the 
remainder '0'. Hence the last non zero divisor 
is our required HCF.

Ÿ Find HCF of 12, 45 and 21 through division 
(continuous division method).

 

 

3 412
12

0

Ÿ Find the HCF of three numbers through 
division (Ladder method)

Ÿ In this method we write all numbers together 
and divide only by prime numbers, we select 
that prime number which divides all the given 
numbers exactly.

Ÿ Tell them that in this process we continue 
division till all the numbers are divisible by 
single prime number, and then stop dividing 
further. Hence the product of all prime 
divisors is called HCF.

Ÿ We will use the same example which given 
above to show that it doesn't matter what 
method you use and the answer always 
remains same.

Ÿ Find HCF of 12, 45 and 21 through division 
(Ladder method).

3 12, 45, 21

4, 15, 7

Ÿ Because these three numbers cannot further 
divide by single prime number, so HCF of 
these numbers is 3.

Ÿ During teaching the lesson, teacher should 
concern with text book, when and where 
necessary in all steps.

21

 

2

 

45

 
42

3 721
21

0

HCF
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Board, marker/chalk, duster, text book

Material / Resources 

1geóâg™&euóe7óŠgÏÂ[

ÅGŠ 20 Zzg 40, 35 ËÌ¤WÃ1ge6šZzgZÐ 0

‹~™äÃ}X

Ÿ Invite any student on board and ask to do 
prime factorization of 35, 40 and 20.

Introduction

7 35

5 5

1 

Ÿ Invite any student on board and ask him to 
identify common factors .

¬ŠzVÅ0„™äÃ !n.ç IGê ËZzg¤WÃšZzgZÐ 0

}X

Ÿ Call another student and ask him to find HCF. 
Common factor = 5 i.e. HCF = 5

Ÿ As there is only one common factor in the 
given numbers, therefore it is HCF.

ZqZzg¤WÃš™ZÐ¬ŠZW¥x™äÃ}X 0

¬Š !n.ç IGê5 ª¬ŠZW= 5 =
¬ŠìZknt„¬ŠZW !n.ç IGê Š�‰Z°ZŠ~aZq„ 0

ìX

2 x 2 x 2 x 5 = 

2 x 2 x 5  = 

7 x 5   = 

Prime factorization of 40

Prime factorization of 20

Prime factorization of 35

ÅGŠ‹~ 40

ÅGŠ‹~ 20

ÅGŠ‹~ 35

2 20

2 10

5 5

 1 

2 40 

2 20 

2 10

5 5

 1 

2 x 2 x 2 x 5 

2 x 2 x 5  

7 x 5   

40

20

35
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40 155
40

15

¥Ð7â;

„à{£ë�? 0

„Šy{£ë�? 0

¬xm£ë�? 0

1ge6„»ÃðÎZwi™,Zzg¥Ð„à{ó„Šy{ó!¹Zzg 0

¬xmÅÙ|™äÃ}X

ZÎZÑ]ZzgZ¥Æ‚BZku¤òÃŠCÙZX 0Ÿ Repeat this activity with different questions 
and different students.

Ask students;

o What is divisor?

o What is dividend?

o What is quotient?

Ÿ Solve any division question on board and ask 
students to identify divisor, dividend, 
remainder and quotient.

Development

Ÿ Write few two-digit numbers questions 
on board and ask students to solve on 
copies.

Ÿ When all students have solved the 
questions,  write their answers on 
board.

Ÿ Guide the students in solving questions.

Ÿ Inform the students that today we will 
learn the new method of finding HCF, 
i.e. HCF by using division method.

Ÿ  There are two methods of division to 
find HCF, one by continuous division 
process and second is Ladder Method.

1Activity 1

1ge6ŠzyÏZ°ZŠPÎZÑ]KZzg¥Ð 0

»kV6i™äÃ}X

ZÓx¥ÎZwi™BÂZyŽZ!]1ge6 0

KX

ÎZÑ]i™ä~¥ÅgÉð™,X 0

¥ÃCW`ë¬ŠZW¥x™ä»§ZÐ 0

ª¬ŠZW&g=„X

¬ŠZW„ÆŠz§VÐ¥xHYYìóZqÚ 0

Ladder „Æ¿ÐZzgŠzuZS̈Æ§)

(Ð Method

6„™,ZzgCž!¹ 55 Ã  40 ¥Ð}ž 0

HX?

Z[1ge6ÎZwKZzg!¹¥x™,X 0

Activity 2 2

Ÿ Ask students to divide 55 by 40 and tell 
the remainder?

Ÿ Now write the question on board and 
find remainder.

X
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¥ÃCžëäZyŠzZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZWÚ„Æ¿ 0

Ð¥xHìX

Zk¿~Wy~)#„à{ÃL¬ŠZWócƒÐ(Z 0

¬Šë�X !n.ç IGê

¥ÃwÆnPÎZÑ]Š,X 0

ÎZÑ]i™ä~¥ÅgÉð™,X 0

Ÿ Tell the students, in order to find the 
HCF of these two numbers through 
division, now we will keep the divisor 
inside and divide by remainder.

Ÿ Solve the question on board along with 
explanation.

Ÿ We continue the process until the 
remainder is '0'.

¥ÃCžZyŠzZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW&g=„¥x™ä 0

ÆnóZ[ë„à{ÃZ0ggOÐZzgŽ!¹XìZk

Ð„™,ÐX

ÎZwÃ1ge6i™äÆ‚B‚BzŸsÌ™D 0

YX

Jž!¹#$YñX (<é GXí ëZk¿ÃYg~gn� 0

Ÿ Tell the students that we find the HCF of 
these two numbers by continuous 
division process.

Ÿ In this process, the last non zero divisor 
is called GCD or HCF.

Ÿ Give students few questions for 
practice.

Ÿ Guide the students in solving questions.

Ÿ Write 20, 40 and 35 on board.

Ÿ Ask students to find HCF of any two of 
these numbers.

Ÿ Now ask them to divide the third 
number by this HCF until you get the 
remainder '0'.

Ÿ Collect the answer from students.

3Activity 3

KX 35 Zzg 20,40 1ge6 0

¥ÃZy~ÐÃðÐŠzZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW¥x™äÃ 0

}X

Z[ZyÐ}žŽ¬ŠZWWcìZkÐŠ}°ŠÃ„ 0

Jž!¹#aX (<é GXí ™,

¥ÐŽZ[ŠgcÄ™,X 0

15
10

5

1

10
10

2

0

HCF

40 155
40

15 40
30

10

2
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¥ÃCžZ[ë¬ŠZW¥x™äÆn„»Zq 0

Ladder Zzg§ZÐZÐS̈»§)

(ë�X Method

Zk§~ëÓxZ°ZŠÃZ\É™Üs 0GŠZ°ZŠÐ

„„™D�Zzgz{GŠ°ŠÉ™D�ŽŠ�‰

ÓxZ°ZŠÃ7gZ7gZ„™}X

»¬ŠZWZk§Æ_. 40 Zzg 24, 32 ¥Ã 0

¥x™*CX

³Z~™,žŠ}°ŠÐ„ÆŴy~)#„ 0

à{£/¬ŠZWƒ@ìX

Z[ZÏÎZwÃ1ge6i™,@žƒ¥Ã¦gzZã 0

ƒYñX

¥ÃCžZ[ëä&óŠzyÏZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW&g= 0

„¥x™ä»§5ìX

wÆn¥Ã¤z:~Zk§bÆPÎZÑ]Š,X 0

Ÿ Conclude that after division with third 
number, the last non zero divisor is our 
required HCF.

Ÿ Now solve this question on board, so 
that all students understand this 
concept.

Ÿ Tell the students, now we learn the 
method of finding HCF of three two-
digit numbers by division method.

Ÿ For practice give such type of questions 
to students in groups.

Ÿ Tell the students, now we will learn 
another method of division to find HCF. 
This is called Ladder method.

Ÿ In this method we write all numbers 
together and divide only by prime 
numbers, we select that prime number 
which divides all the given numbers 
exactly.

Ÿ Tell the students, how to find the HCF of 
32, 24, and 40 according to this method.

4Activity 4

2 24, 32, 40
2 12, 16, 20
2 6, 8, 10

3, 4, 5 

Ÿ Tell them that in this process we 
continue division till all the numbers are 
divisible by single prime number, and 
then stop dividing further. Hence the 
product of all prime divisors is called 
HCF. i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 HCF = 8

Ÿ Now ask the students, now in groups 
find HCF by this method, of those 
question which were solved by 
continuous division process so they 
know that whatever the method they 
use, the answer remains same.

¥ÃCžZk§~„z;VJ™D�ó˜V 0

JÓxZ°ZŠZq„GŠ°ŠÐ„ƒVóZkÐWÐ„

gzuŠï�XZk§bÓxGŠ„àÇy»qÝ

¢[¬ŠZWB@ìX8 ¬ŠZW= 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 ª

¥Ð}žZ[¤z:~Zk§Æ_.Z4 0

ÎZÑ]»¬ŠZW¥x™,X»Z,VäÚ„Æ

¿ÐHåó@žZyÃt¥xƒYñž¬ŠZW¥x

™äÆnÃðÌ§ZEw™,ŽZ[å7V
gLìX
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Ÿ Allocate time to solve questions.

Ÿ Guide the students in their work.

Ÿ Once you see that they are comfortable 
 with finding HCF through division in 
 pairs, assign them individual questions.

Ÿ For example assign question no. 1 to 
 student one, question no. 2 to second 
 student and so on.

Ÿ It depends upon the number of  
 questions.

Ÿ You may restart from question number 
 1, 2, 3 etc, when all questions finish.

Ÿ Allocate time 15 minutes.

Ÿ Now ask students to share their work 
 with each other and correct mistakes.

5Activity 5

ÎZÑ]i™äÆnz‰ÜHg™,X 0

¥ÅZyÆ»x~gÉð™,X 0

ZW\Ã¢ƒYñž¥¤z:~!W‚ã¬ŠZW 0

&g=„¥x™äÑ�ÂZyÃZZŠ~îg6ÎZÑ]

Š,X

Š,óŠzu}¤WÃ 1 VwÆîg6¬¤WÃÎZw� 0

Š,ZzgZk§b'×hWÐ™DYX 2 ÎZw�

Zk»Z®gÎZÑ]Å®ZŠ6ìX 0

z){ 1,2,3 ZÓxÎZÑ]»ƒYÂQÐÎZw� 0

ŠïYX

4»z‰ÜŠ,X 15 0

Z[¥Ð}ÆZC»xZqŠzu}Æ‚B¥ 0

™,Zzg!VÅŠg\™,X

Ÿ There are many methods of finding HCF of 
two or more numbers, e.g. through prime 
factorization or through division etc.

Ÿ If large numbers are given then it is hard to 
find all the common prime factors, in such 
situation, the HCF of these numbers can be 
found by using division.

Ÿ There are two methods of division to find HCF, 
one by continuous division process and 
second is Ladder Method.

Ÿ Explain both methods of division to find HCF 
by solving few questions on board.

Ÿ Tell the students, you should find the HCF by 
the method given in the question e.g. by using 
prime factorization or by using division.

Sum up / Conclusion

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»¬ŠZWF§VÐ¥xHYYìó† 0

&g=GŠ‹~c&g=„z){X

Z¤(}(}Z°ZŠŠ�‰ƒVÂGŠ¬Š¥x™* 0

Âƒ@ìóZ+ßg]~ZyZ°ZŠ»¬ŠZW„Æfg)¥x

HYYìX

¬ŠZW„ÆŠz§VÐ¥xHYYìóZqÚ„Æ 0

(Ð Ladder Method ¿ÐZzgŠzuZS̈Æ§)

¬ŠZW&g=„¥x™äÆŠzâV§VÅzŸs1ge6 0

PÎZÑ]i™Æ™zZX

¥ÃCž¬ŠZWZÏ§Ð¥x™*e’T§ 0

ÐÎZw~¹Šƒ†&g=GŠ‹~c&g=„X

u !n.ç
IG ZÓx
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Ÿ If 'find HCF' is written in the question than you 
can find HCF by any method but use any one 
method in one question.

Z¤ÎZw~Üs–ƒž¬ŠZW¥x™,ÂQÃðÐÌ§ 0

Ð¬ŠZW¥xHYYìópZqÎZw~Zq„§

ZEw™,X

Assessment

Ÿ  Write on board; Find HCF of 9, 65, and 39.

Ÿ  Now draw following table on board.

»¬ŠZW¥x™,X 39,65,9 1ge6K; 0

Z[Šg`fs]zwÃ1ge¯X 0

&¥Ã1ge6ZkÎZwÃÐV§VÐi™äÃ}X 0

àz‰Ü1ge6&¥ÎZwi™gìƒVÐX 0

¥̈g™,žTÌ§Ð¬ŠZW¥xHYñŽZ[å 0

7VgLìX

ZkÆˆÎZwKZzg&6¥ÃšX 0

Z,¥Ã1ge6šŽ̄k~ÁÑ•™D�X 0

Wy~@CVÆfg)¥Åj,Z‚ÛZð™,X 0

¥ÐÃðÐ&ŠzyÏZ°ZŠ™Zzg¬ŠZW&g=„¥x 0

™äÃ}X

¥ÃZk§bÆ&ÎZÑ]¯äZzg„ÆŠzâV§VÐ 0

i™äÃ}X

 

&g=GŠ‹~

By using prime factorization

 

&g=Ú„

By  continuous division

&g=̈S»§

By using ladder method

Ÿ Now ask three students to solve this question 
on board by all three methods.

Ÿ At a time there will be three students 
attempting question on the board.

Ÿ Students observe that, whatever the method 
use to solve the question, the answer remains 
same.

Ÿ After this write new question and invite three 
new students.

Ÿ Invite such students on board who are less 
participative in the class.

Ÿ At the end, appreciate students through 
clapping.

Follow up 

Ÿ Ask students to write any three two-digit 
numbers and find HCF through division.

Ÿ Ask students to make three such questions 
and find HCF through both methods of 
division.
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Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)

LESSON 3

222
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Since the students have done both 
factorization and division method for finding 
HCF, so they won't find this difficult.

Ÿ First go with three numbers questions and 
explain both methods, then individual or 
group work and then discuss on four numbers 
questions.

Ÿ When any number is used to multiply with the 
set of Natural numbers {1, 2, 3, 4…}, the 
product of that number with each of the 
natural numbers is called multiples of that 
number, e.g. The multiples of three are: 3(1), 
3(2), 3(3), 3(4),…. Which are respectively 
equal to 3, 6, 9, 12 …

Ÿ The number/multiple among the common 
multiples of two or more numbers is called 
the Least common multiple.

Ÿ Least common multiple is abbreviated as 
'LCM'.

120 Minutes/Periods 3

Ÿ Find LCM of four numbers, up to 2 digits, 
using prime factorization method.

Ÿ Find LCM of four numbers, up to 2 digits, 
using Division method.

GŠ‹~»§ZEw™DƒñŠzyÏZ°ZŠJ 0

egZ°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�¥x™ÃX

„»§ZEw™DƒñŠzyÏZ°ZŠJegZ°ZŠ» 0

fzZDsZ�¥x™ÃX

a¥¬ŠZW¥x™äÆn‹~Zzg„ŠzâV§ 0

ZEw™`�ZknZ¹ÃðÂ77WñÏX

¬&Z°ZŠzZáÎZÑ]i™,ZzgŠzâV§VÅzŸs 0

™,óZkÆˆZZŠ~c¤z:~»x™zZZzgQegZ°ZŠ

zZáÎZÑ]Æ!g}~nŠ!ìw™,X

þÐ¢[Š~YñÂ 1,2,3,4....... ZË°ŠÃŠgCZ°ZŠÿ 0

Zk°Š»ŠgCZ°ZŠÆCÙ°ŠÆ‚BqÝ¢[ÃZk°ŠÆ

3(1), 3(2), 3(3), ÆZDs: 3 ZDsë�X†

Æ'Z'�X 3, 6, 9, 12... Žž!nK 3(4).......

ZDs~ÐƒÐgN !n.ç IGê ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠÆ 0

°Š&üZyZ°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�B@ìX

Ã¿ Least Common Multiple fzZDsZ�ª 0

X óë� LCM îg6L

LCM

HCF and LCM

ƒæ]•Ã^Í]ÎØ

�
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Ÿ Find LCM of two or more numbers through 
multiples.

Ÿ In this method we find few multiples of all 
given numbers, then write the common 
multiples separately and the smallest of these 
common multiples is called LCM.

Ÿ Find LCM of 6, 8, and 12 by finding multiples.

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�&g=ZDs¥x™*X 0

»fzZDsZ�óZDsïw™¥x™,X 6, 8, 12 0

Zk§~Š�‰ÓxZ°ZŠÆPZDsïw™Zy~Ð 0

ZDs~Ð !n.ç IGê ZDsÃe{Éf�óZzgZy

ƒÐgNüÃfzZDsZ�ë�X

!n.ç IGê

6:   6, 12, 18, 24 , 30, 36, 42, 48 , 54, 60, 66, 72  
8:   8, 16, 24 , 32, 40, 48 , 56, 64, 72 , 80, 88, 96  

12: 12, 24 , 36, 48 , 60, 72 , 84, 96, 108, 120, 132, 144 
 Common multiples: 24, 48, 72 

Smallest multiple i.e. LCM = 24 

Ÿ Find LCM of two or more numbers through 
prime factorization.

Ÿ In prime factorization method the product of 
common and uncommon factors is called 
LCM.

Ÿ In this method, first write prime factorization 
of each given number, then in each 
factorization, the factors repeating, write 
them in exponential form.

Ÿ Separate all highest power factors from all 
factorizations.

Ÿ Now the product of all these factors is called 
LCM.

Ÿ Find LCM of 72, 24, 96 and 12 by using prime 
factorization.

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�&g=GŠ‹~¥x™*X 0

GŠ¬ŠzVZzg) !n.ç IGê GŠ‹~Æ§~Š�‰Z°ZŠÆ 0

GŠ¬ŠzV»qÝ¢[fzZDsZ�B@ìX !n.ç IGê

Zk§~¬Š�‰CÙ°ŠÅGŠ‹~ÉBóQCÙ‹~Æ 0

Ž¬Š!g!gWgì�ZyÃ̧]ð̂~ÉBX

ÓxGŠ‹-V~ÐZ,Óx¬ŠZµ™,Ž̧]ÆÒpÐ 0

ƒÐ(}ƒVX

Z[Zy¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[ÃfzZDsZ�ë�X 0

� »fzZDsZ&g=GŠ‹~¥x 12 Zzg 72, 24, 96 0

™,X
72 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 = 23  ×  32  

24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 = 23  ×  3 
96 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 = 25  ×  3 

12 = 2 x 2 x 3 = 22  ×  3 

LCM of the given numbers = in all factorizations, 
product of all such prime factors which having 
highest exponent

Š�‰Z°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�Óx‹-V~Z,

GŠ¬ŠzV»qÝ¢[XÅ̧]ƒÐ(~ƒ

LCM =  25  ×  32 
LCM =  2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 

LCM = 32 x 9 = 288 

 
 

=(LCM)

= 
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»fzZDsZ�&g=„¥x™,X 12 Zzg 72, 24, 96 0

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�&g=„¥x™*X 0

ŠzcŠzÐicŠ{Z°ZŠÆfzZDsZ�&g=„¥x™äÆ 0

n„»¿AJYg~gn�ZJÓxZ°ZŠÆn

:WYñ " 1 " qÝè„Æîg6

„àÇyGŠÌƒM�Zzg%“ÌópÃÒÅYñž 0

„gLÐgL°ŠÐÅYñX

Zk§~Z°ZŠÆ„àÇyÆqÝ¢[ÃfzZDsZ� 0

ë�X

¬ŠZW&g=„)S̈»§(Å§bZk„~ÓxZ°ZŠ» 0

Zq„°ŠÐ„ƒ*¢zg~7XªŽ°Š„:ƒg;ƒZÐZÏ

§bnÉŠcY@ìX

Z¤¬ŠzVÃ̧]ð^~:ÌKÂCÙ°ŠÅGŠ‹~™ä 0

!n.ç IGê Zzg) !n.ç IGê ¬ŠzVÅ0„™BóQ !n.ç IGê ÆÓ̂x

¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[ÃfzZDsZ�ë�X

Ÿ  Instead of writing factors in exponential form, 
you can identify all the common factors after 
factorization of each number, and then 
product of all common and uncommon 
factors is called LCM.

Ÿ To find LCM While writing the common 
factors, keep in mind that it is not necessary 
that common factors are common in all given 
numbers, if they are common in at least two 
of given numbers then these are also consider 
in common numbers.

LCM of given numbers = product of common 
factors (including factors common in at least two 
numbers) and uncommon factors 

!n.ç IGê

!n.ç IGê !n.ç IGê

Š�‰Z°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�=¬ŠzV)z{ÌŽÁZiÁŠz

Z°ZŠ~ƒV(Zzg)¬ŠzV»qÝ¢[

= fzZDsZ�
=    2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 3 

LCM =   288 

Ÿ Find the LCM of two or more numbers using 
division method.

Ÿ To find the LCM of two or more numbers using 
division method, we continue the division 
process until below all numbers we have 1's 
as quotient.

Ÿ The divisors may be prime and composite, but 
try to divide with smallest number.

Ÿ In this method the product of divisors of the 
numbers is called LCM.

Ÿ Like finding HCF by using division method 
(ladder method) it is not necessary that all the 
numbers will divide with one divisor. I.e. the 
number which is not divisible by that divisor, 
then simply write that number down.

Ÿ Find LCM of 72, 24, 96 and 12 using division 
method. 

i.e.  72 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3  

24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3  
96 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2  
12 = 2 x 2            x 3  

ª

u¬Š˜ƒñt!]¢zgcŠ !n.ç
IG fzZDsZ�¥x™äc 0

uƒVÔZ¤z{ !n.ç
IG gOž¢zg~7z{Š�‰ÓxZ°ZŠ~

u�ÂZyÃ !n.ç
IG Š�‰ÓxZ°ZŠ~ÐÁZiÁŠzZ°ZŠ~Ì

u¬Š~„KÐX !n.ç
IG
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¥ÃŽhzV~„™,X 0

¥Ð}žCÙZq¤WZ°ZŠÆ¬ŠzVZzgGŠ‹~Æ!g} 0

~Zq4W™}XÃy‚¤W¬!]™}ÇóZk»ê

z{„™,ÐX¤9̈VÃ&cegÎZÑ]Š}Š,@žZ¹

!]™ä~W‚ãgìX

ŽhzV~nŠ!ìwÆn¥ÃŠz4Š,X 0

YZzgZk`6ŠzuZ äê Zq4ƒYä6¥Ð}žZ[ 0

¤W!]™}XZ¤ŠzuZ¤WZy~Ð¼!'ŠCÙZ@ì

Ž¬¤WäÅ�ÂZk~Ãðp7X@ë¥Å5

¥â]»ZÖg™ä~j,Z‚ÛZð™,X

2 72, 24, 96, 12

2 36, 12, 48, 6

2 18, 6, 24, 3

3 9, 3, 12, 3

3 3, 1, 4, 1

4 1, 1, 4, 1

 1, 1, 1, 1 

LCM = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 4  
LCM = 288 

LCM of given numbers = product of divisors Š�‰Z°ZŠ»fzZDsZ� „àÇy»qÝ¢[

Zk$ÆŠzgZyZ*ŠÃÓx%Zi~ó˜VñizVƒóÀ, 0

ÐÌgŽq™*e’X

Ÿ During teaching the lesson, teacher should 
concern with text book, when and where 
necessary in all steps.

1geóâg™&euóe7óŠgÏÂ[Board, marker/chalk, duster, text book

Material / Resources 

Ÿ Divide the students in pairs.

Ÿ Inform students that you can discuss with 
each other about factors of numbers and 
prime factorization for one minute. They will 
need to select which student will begin first. 
Provide students with the three or four 
questions to help in their discussion.

Ÿ For discussion in pairs, allocate time two 
minute.

Ÿ At one minute, instruct students to switch. At 
this point, the other partner begins talking. It 
is ok for the second student to repeat some of 
the things the first student said. However, 
they are encouraged to try and think of new 
information to share.

Introduction
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Šz4Æn%äÆÎZÑ]

¬ŠHƒD�?HW\¬ŠzVÆ!g}~ÃðÏŠz!'CM 0

�?GŠc%“¬ŠHƒD�?W\Ë°ŠÆ¬Šù¥x

™,Ð?‹~ÐH%ZŠì?GŠ‹~£ë�?

Two minute sample questions

Ÿ What are factors? Can you tell two things 
about factors? What are prime or composite 
factors? How would you find the factors of a 
number? What is meant by factorization? 
What is prime factorization?

Development

Ÿ Inform the students that the numbers 
divide any number exactly is called 
factors of this number. E.g. all possible 
factors of 30 are 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10,  15, 30

Ÿ In these factors 2, 3, 5 are prime factors 
while 6, 10, 15, 30 are composite 
factors.

Ÿ Now tell the students that to write any 
number as a product of its factors is 
called factorization. E.g. number 30 can 
be expressed as a product of its factors 
in different ways. I.e. following are the 
factorizations of 30.

1Activity 1

¥ÃCžË°ŠÃ7gZ7gZ„™äzZáZ°ZŠZk°Š 0

ÆÓxÂ¬Š 30 Æ¬ŠBD�X†

�X 1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30

6,10,15,30 GŠ¬Š�² 2,3,5 Zy~Ð 0

%“¬Š�X

Z[¥ÃCžË°ŠÃZkÆ¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[ 0

Ãë 30 Æîg6™Ã‹~ë�XVwÆîg6°Š

ZZ0Zi~ZkÆ¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[Æîg6ªCÙ

Å‹cVŠg`fs�X 30 ™M�Xª

30 = 1 x 30 
Or       

Or     
Or 

          

 = 2 x 15 

= 3 x 10 
= 5 x 6 

 = 2 x 3 x 5 

Ÿ Similarly to express any number as a 
product of its prime factors is called 
prime factorization. As according to 
above example

 Prime Factorization of 30 = 2 x 3 x 5

Ÿ All possible factors of 18 are 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 
18

Ÿ In these factors 2, 3 are prime factors 
while 6, 9, 18 are composite factors.

2 x 3 x 5 ÅGŠ‹~= 30

ZÏ§bË°ŠÃZkÆGŠ¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[Æîg 0

6ªCÙ™äÃGŠ‹~ë�X6žZz6ÅVwÆ

_.

�X 1,2,3,6,9,18 ÆÓxÂ¬Š 18 0

%“¬Š 6,9,18 GŠ¬Š�² 2,3 Zy~Ð 0

�X
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2 x 3 x 3 ÅGŠ‹~= 18 ZÏ§b

Ë°ŠÅGŠ‹~Ã¸]Å^~Ì– 0

YYìXVwÆîg6

Ÿ Number 18 can be expressed as 
aproduct of its factors in different ways. 
i.e. following is the factorization of 18

ÃëZZ0Zi~ZkÆ¬ŠzVÆqÝ¢[ 18 °Š 0

Å‹cVŠg`fs�X 18 Æîg6ªCÙ™M�Xª

18 = 1 x 18 
Or = 2 x 9  
Or = 3  x 6 

Similarly prime factorization of 18 = 2 x 3 x 3

Ÿ A prime factorization of a number can 
be written in the exponential form. E.g.

18 = 2 x 3 x 3 = 2 x 32  

36 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 = 22  ×  32 

Activity 2 2

Ÿ Are you ready for something new but as 
interesting as HCF was.

Ÿ Ok tell what do we mean by the word 
product? (the answer of multiplication)

Ÿ Write 3, 4, and 6 on board and tell the 
students we are interested in the 
smallest number that is divisible by 3, 4 
and 6.

Ÿ If we should find the product of all three 
numbers i.e.  we multiply 3 x 4 x 6 = 72, it 
seems logical that 72 should be easily 
divisible by 3, 4, and 6 since 72 is the 
product of these three numbers.

Ÿ Ask the students, “Is 72 the smallest 
number that is divisible by 3, 4, and 6?” 

Ÿ After collecting response from students 
tells that the answer is “NO”, since 36, 
which is one-half of 72, is also divisible 
by 3, 4, and 6.

Ÿ Conclude that such a smallest number 
that is divisible by all the given numbers 
is called LCM.

HW\ËZ+qÆa»g�Ž5ìópZâ„ 0

ŠNìAž¬ŠZWåX

ZYCqÝ¢[ÐH%ZŠì?)¢[»ŽZ[( 0

KZzg¥ÃCž…z{gLÐ 3,4,6 1ge6 0

gN°Še’ŽZyZ°ZŠÐ‡.Þ„ƒX

4, 3 gLÐgN°Šìó& 72 ¥Ð7âH 0

Ð„HYYì 6 Zzg

³Z~™,žZ(gLÐgN°ŠŽŠ�‰Óx 0

Z°ZŠÆn‡.Þ„ƒfzZDsZ�B@ìX

3 x 4 x 6 = 72 Z¤ëÐVZ°ZŠ»qÝ¢[¥x™Bª 0

Zzg 3, 4 ZqZ(°ŠìŽ 72 Ât!]™MäzZàìž

ZyÐVZ°ZŠ»qÝ¢[ 72 6„ƒY@ìY 6

ìX

¥ÐŽZ[hÆˆCžZk»ŽZ[LL7óóì 0

Æa‡.Þ 3, 4, 6 »Ûìz{Ì 72Ž36 Y

„ìX

?
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cŠgÏÂ[ÐÃðÎZwKX 24, 96, 42 1ge6 0

¥Ð}žz{Š�‰Z°ZŠÃGŠ¬ŠzVÆqÝ 0

z){  2 x 2 x 3 ¢[Æîg6KXVwÆîg6

Z[CÙ‹~~Ž¬Š!g!gWgì�Z¹¸]ðÅ̂ 0

~KX

P4ÆˆZ*ŠZ¹1ge6i™ÆCñ6ž 0

L¥â]'ZñZ‚E{ó~Š~ˆVw~HŠìX

¥ÃÃÒÆnP4Š,óQZyÐŽZ[¥x 0

™äÃ}XŽŽZ[¥x™áz{ZCẐVZz6™}X

Z[ZÐ1ge6L¥â]'ZñZ‚E{ó~Cñ‰ 0

§Æ_.i™,ZzgzŸsÌ™,X

³Z~™,žëäZyZ°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�&g=GŠ 0

‹~¥xHìX

ZqZzgVwÅæŠÐZk¦gÃŠCÙZX 0

wÆn¥Ã¤z:~&Z°ZŠzZáZzgQegZ°ZŠ 0

zZáZqcŠzyÏÎZÑ]Š,ZzgZyÐfzZDsZ�

&g=GŠ‹~¥x™äÃ}X

} Z[ZyÐžZ,¬ŠzVÃW:~¢[Æîg6 0

KXÅ¸]ƒÐ(~ƒXVwÆîg65 22 x 3

Z¤¥̧]ð^~™ZzgfzZDsZ�¥x™ä 0

~ÂCk™,ÂZyÐ}žÓx¬ŠzVZzg

)¬ŠzVÃqÝ¢[Æîg6É™fzZDsZ�

¥x™BX1ge6¥ÃZ[Zk§Æ_.i™*

CX

!n.ç IGê

!n.ç IGê

Ÿ Write on the board 42, 96 and 24 or any 
other question from text book.

Ÿ Ask the students to write the given 
numbers as product of prime factors. 
E.g. 2 x 2 x 3 etc. 

Ÿ Now write in exponential form, the 
numbers which are repeating again and 
again in each factorization.

Ÿ After few minutes, teacher does them 
on the board as done in the example 
given in “information for teacher”.

Ÿ Now ask them to write the highest 
5 2power factors as product. E.g. 2 x 3

Ÿ Give few minutes to try, and then ask 
them to find answer. Thumb up 
who·does it.

Ÿ Now do it on the board and explain 
according to the method given in 
“information for teacher”.

Ÿ Conclude that we find LCM of these 
numbers using prime factorization.

Ÿ Repeat this concept with the help of 
another example.

Ÿ If students feel difficult to write in 
exponential form and finding LCM, then 
ask them to write all the common 
factors and uncommon factors as 
product and then find LCM. Now tell the 
students, how to solve the question 
according to this method.

Ÿ For practice give students in groups, one 
or two-digit three numbers than four 
numbers questions and ask them to find 
LCM using prime factorization.

3Activity 3
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KZzg¥ÅæŠÐi™,X  3, 4, 6 1ge6 0

Z[CÙ°ŠÃgLÐgL°Š6„™*Ñzq™,6 0

6„ƒVZk»ŽZ[)qÝ„( 3 6ZzgŽZ°ZŠ 3ž

ZkÆn˜YX

6„:ƒÂZkÃŽV»ÂVnÉ 3 Z¤Ãð°Š Z[ 0

Ð„™*Ñzq™,Zzg 2 Š,Šz!g{ËgL°Š†

QZ¤Ãð°ŠZk6„:ƒZkÃŽV»ÂVnÉŠ,ót

¿Zkz‰ÜJYg~gOZJWy~Ñí~CÙ°Š

qÝ„Æîg6:WYñX 1,1 Æn

Z[ZyÓx„àÇyÃ¢[Š¶ÐfzZDsZ� 0

qÝƒ@ìX

4Activity 4

Ÿ Ask student, do you remember the 
short cuts to check whether the number 
is divisible by 2, 3, 5 or 10?

Ÿ After taking their answers, tell the 
divisibility test rules to all.

Ÿ Divisible by 2 if the last digit (ones digit) 
is 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8 example 1 2 3 4 6

Ÿ Divisible by 3 if the sum of digits in the 
number is divisible by 3. Example 12345

Ÿ Divisible by 5 if the last digit (ones digit) 
is 0 or 5 example 2 3 4 5

Ÿ Divisible by 10 if the last digit (ones 
digit) is '0' example 9 9 9 9 0

Ÿ Tell them that this will help them while 
doing LCM with division method.

¥Ð7âžHW\ÃcŠìz{¿§TÅæŠÐ 0

6„ƒYìž  10c 5,3,2 ëtŠÙ�žÃð°Š7X

¥ÆŽZ!]zßw™äÆó̂Ë°ŠÆ‡.Þ„ 0

ƒäÆZßwƒÃCX

Z¤Ë°Š»Wy~y�)Z»ð»y�( 0ƒÂ  0, 2, 4, 6,8

67ŠgZ7gZ„ƒY@ìXVwÆîg6 2 z{°Š12346

67gZ7gZ„ƒ@ƒÂz{ 3 Z(°ŠTÆyÎV»ù·°Š 0

12345 67gZ7gZ„ƒY@ìXVwÆîg6 3 °ŠÌ

¥ÃCfzZDsZ�&g=„¥x™Dz‰Üt 0

ZßwZyÆ»xWÐX

5Activity 5

Ÿ Write 3, 4, and 6 on board and solve with 
the help of students.

Ÿ Now start dividing each number by the 
smallest number like 3, and the 
numbers divisible by 3, write their 
answer (quotient) below these 
numbers.

Ÿ If any of the numbers is not divisible by 
3, simply write that number down. 
Again start dividing by any smallest 
number like 2 and then, if any of the 
numbers is not divisible by it, write that 
number down. Continues this process 
until in the last line, below each number 
we have all 1's as quotient.

Ÿ  Now by multiplying all the divisors we 
get LCM. 

Â

65 ƒÂz{°Š 5c0 Z¤Ë°Š»My~y�)Z»ð»y�( 0

2 3 4 5 7gZ7gZ„ƒY@ìXVwÆîg6

67gZ7gZ 10 ƒÂz{°Š 0 Z¤My~y�)Z»ð»y�( 0

99990 „ƒY@ìXVwÆîg6
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³Z~™,žëäZyZ°ZŠ»fzZDsZ�&g=„ 0

¥xHìX

ZqZzgVwÅæŠÐZk¦gÃŠCÙZX 0

wÆn¥Ã¤z:~&Z°ZŠzZáZzgQegZ°ZŠ 0

zZáZqcŠzyÏÎZÑ]Š,ZzgZyÐfzZDsZ�

&g=„¥x™äÃ}X

Ÿ Conclude that we have found the LCM of 
these numbers by division method.

Ÿ Repeat this concept with the help of 
another example.

Ÿ For practice give students in groups, one 
or two-digit three numbers than four 
numbers questions and ask them to find 
LCM using division method.

3 3, 4, 6

2 1, 4, 2

2 1, 2, 1

1, 1, 1 

LCM = 3 x 2 x 2 = 12 

6Activity 6

Ÿ Assign one question to each student and 
ask to find LCM by using both methods.

Ÿ Allocate time.

Ÿ Ask students to check each other work 
and correct the mistakes.

Ÿ Guide the students in question solving.

CÙ¤D̈ÃZqZqÎZwŠ}™ŠzâV§VÆ_. 0

fzZDsZ�¥x™äÃ}X

z‰ÜHg™,X 0

¥Ð}žz{ZqŠzu}»»xs™,Zzg!VÃ 0

Šg„™,X

ÎZÑ]i™ä~¥ÅgÉð™,X 0

Ÿ Least common multiple is abbreviated as 
'LCM'.

Ÿ Recap the method of finding LCM using prime 
factorization.

Ÿ Recap the following method of finding LCM 
using division.

Ÿ We write down the numbers horizontally.

Ÿ We draw a vertical line to the left of the 
numbers and draw horizontal line under the 
numbers.

Sum up / Conclusion

Ã¿ Least Common Multiple fzZDsZ�ª 0

X óë� LCM îg6L

fzZDsZ�&g=GŠ‹~ï%»§ŠCÙZX 0

fzZDsZ�&g=„ï%»Šg`fs§ŠCÙZX 0

ëZ°ZŠÃZ|îg6˜�X 0

Z°ZŠÆ!Y+ZqÀŠ~Ñíq�ZzgZ°ZŠÆnZ| 0

ÑíÎD�X
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QëÃðZ(gLÐgN°Šeð&D�T6‘‰Z°ZŠ 0

~ÐÃðZqÌ7gZ7gZ„ƒYñX)ÃÒ™,ž„à{

GŠƒ(

Z¤„à{Ë°Š6„ƒ@ƒÂëZk6„™D�Zzg 0

ŽZ[nÑí~˜�ZÏ§bZyZ°ZŠ~ÐZ¤ÃðZ(

°ŠƒŽ„à{6„:ƒ@ƒÂZk°ŠÃŽV»ÂVnÑí

~ÉŠï�X

QëZqZzgZ|Ñíq�Zzg¿̧ŠCÙZD�X 0

qÝ™f 1, 1 ZW\Z|Ñí~qÝ„Æîg6Óx 0

�ÂÀŠ~Ñí~Óx„àÇyÃ¢[Šï�ZzgqÝ¢[

fzZDsZ�ƒ@ìX

1ge6ŠzâV§VÆ_.ÎZwi™,X 0

Ÿ We than look for the smallest number that 
can divide any of the numbers exactly.( try to 
select the prime divisor)

Ÿ If any of the numbers is divisible by divisor, 
writing down the answer of that division 
below line. Similarly if any of the numbers is 
not divisible by divisor, write that number 
down below the line. 

Ÿ Then we draw another horizontal line and 
repeat this process.

Ÿ When you get all 1's as quotient in a horizontal 
line, then multiply all the divisors that are 
vertical, and the product called LCM.

Ÿ Solve question on board according to both 
methods.

Assessment

Ÿ Find LCM of 48, 24, 16, and 72 by using prime 
factorization method.

Ÿ Find LCM of 30, 18, 68, 8 by using division 
method.

» 72 16, 24, 48 GŠ‹~»§ZEw™Dƒñ 0

fzZDsZ�¥x™,X

»fzZDs 30, 18, 68, 8 „»§ZEw™Dƒñ 0

Z�¥x™,X

Šg`fs]zwÃ1ge6¯óÎZÑ]KZzg¥ÃŠzâV§V 0

ÐfzZDsZ�¥x™äÃ}X

Follow up 

Ÿ Draw following table on board, write 
questions and ask students to find LCM by 
both methods.

Questions By using prime factorization By using division

Zzg

ÎZÑ] &g=GŠ‹~ &g=„
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